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Background
The Greenwich Village Games (GVG) is a non-profit, community event that is held every
four years at the end of an Olympic year and will be conducted in 2016 over the weekend of
December 2-4. The Organising Committee is a sub-committee of Lane Cove Council (LCC).
GVG involves a series of sporting contests and a theatrical revue during which eight teams
compete. The structure of the event-rules requires that a wide range of age groups
compete – from school-age to 60+ in the standard events, largely with an equal distribution
between males and females. There is also a non-competitive event for pre-school children,
known as the Micro Games. All participants in every event are required to wear a coloured
wrist band to indicate his/her age group and the fact that he/she is registered to compete.
Most of the events occur at Bob Campbell Oval. Golf will be at Lane Cove Country Club.
The swimming event will be conducted at Lane Cove Aquatic Centre. The Canoe Relay
commences and finishes in the Gore Creek Bay.
It is anticipated that there will be no less than 1,000 people in attendance at Bob Campbell
Oval during the Saturday and Sunday and closer to 1500 people during the revue on
Saturday evening.
There are facilities provided/organised by the General Committee, including:
 A stage with audio and lighting
 A Marquee for each team and one for the Organising Committee
 Tables, Chairs, BBQ’s for teams’ end-of-games party
 Selection of Caterers to provide a variety of meals/snacks, hot and cold drinks
 First Aid support from St Johns Ambulance
 Portable toilets to supplement the permanent toilets at the Reserve
 Garbage bins for recyclables and regular garbage
 Control of vehicle traffic into Bob Campbell Oval
 Security overnight on Friday - Sunday nights inclusive
Any large gathering of people requires planning to ensure the safe movement of crowds
and appropriate responses to adverse events. Each event in the program also gives to
specific risks that are occasioned by the nature of the contest.
The purpose of this document is to describe the planned events within the Games, identify
both the general and particular risks associated with their execution and articulate a
planned response, should these risks be realised.
Related Documents:




Charter of Greenwich Village Games, endorsed by Lane Cove Council, July 2004.
Final Report to Lane Cove Council GVG 2012 Organising Committee February 2013
Lane Cove Council Minutes of Meeting 21st March 2016 confirming appointment of
representatives to the 2016 Organising Committee
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Thanks to our Sponsors
All donations received for the 2016 Greenwich Village Games will be acknowledged in the
Final Report of the Greenwich Village Games 2016 Organising Committee.

Organising Committee
The staging of the GVG is managed by the General Committee being part of the broader Greenwich
Village Games Organising Committee which includes the Captains of each of the 8 teams and three
East-Ward Councillors. The General Committee obtains the infrastructure and equipment necessary
to conduct all the events, but each individual sporting event is delegated to a team to administer and
staff on the day.

NAME

ADDRESS

MOBILE / HOME

0419 746 620 / 9437 6769
0457 787 816 / 9438 1418
0413 313 347
0414 890 463
0407 802 405 / 9460 6862
0412 489 700

EMAIL

GENERAL COMMITTEE
Chairman
Deputy Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Catering Shuttle Bus
Registrar / Website

Sandy Calder
Michael Armati
Lynne Spencer
Brendan Morse
Anna-Lise Sewell
Anne-Marie Sirca

38 Ronald Ave
25 Bent Street
25 Ronald Ave
Portview Rd
9 Wilona Ave
7 Kingslangley Rd

Team Placement
Liaison
Marketing
Events
Handbook
Micro-Games
Revue
Site Plan/Equipment
Risk
Social Media
T-Shirts

Kirsty Oliver
Regan Bull
Ben Wilson
Mark Merrick
Stephen Shepherd
Jane Marquard
Richard Hawkins
Peter Walton
Jon Tindall
Erin Cini
Fiona Ell

4/27 Greenwich Rd
11 Sarner Rd
Gore St
9 Carlotta St
35 George St
21 Fleming St
16 Wallace St
6 Kullah Pde LC
60 Ronald Ave
18 Bellevue Ave
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alexander.j.calder@gmail.com;
m.armati@bigpond.com;
lynne.spencer@bigpond.com;
treasurer@gvg.org.au;
anna-lise@bigpond.com;
registrar@gvg.org.au;
amodunc@ozemail.com.au;
0421 648 132
recruitme@gvg.org.au;
kirsty_oliver@hotmail.com;
0407 966 083
bwilson@gracosway.com.au;
0403 132 132 / 9405 2303 events@gvg.org.au;
0416 063 584
stephen.shepherd@altusq.com.au;
0414 995 099 / 9906 7698 janemarq@bigpond.net.au;
0418 165 063
richardhawkins1@optusnet.com.au;
0418 286 875 / 9966 5359 peterwalton2065@gmail.com;
0414 586 511
jon.tindall@finity.com.au;
0422 581 317
socialmedia@gvg.org.au;
0402 012 010
the_ells@yahoo.com.au;
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TEAM CAPTAINS & COLOURS
ANARCHISTS – HELECONIA PINK
Dennis Karp
Tony King
Penny Williams

35 George St
2 St Giles Street
Greenwich Rd

0418 184 062/ 9906 7698 dennis.karp@me.com;
tonyking@apple.com;
0422 002 939
williams.penelope@gmail.com;

Jon Tindall
Nick Tindall

6 Kullah Pde LC
75 Northwood Rd

0414586511
0414912221

jon.tindall@finity.com.au;
nick@laundy.com.au;

Ray Karslake

117 River Rd

0413 021 737

raymond.karslake@gmail.com;

Chris Rossiter
Midi Stormont

10 Sarner Rd
6 Anglo Rd

0416 128 777 / 9439 2772 acrossle@bigpond.net.au;
0411 899 845
midistormont@gmail.com;

John Erasmus

48 Kingslangley Rd

0404 312 280

Zena White

Glenview St

0407 400 840

governatorsgvg@gmail.com;
iamagovernator@gmail.com;
zenawhite@bigpond.com;

Ben Wilson
Briony Black

11 Sarner Rd
14 Gore St

0407 966 083
0419 676 643

bwilson@gracosway.com.au;
wunny@iinet.net.au;

Michael Ryland
Leanne Keene
Peter Richards

29 Bent St
5 Wilona Ave
32 Upper Cliff Road

0419 192 727
0457 535 791
0403 221 616

michael.ryland@ashurst.com;
thekeenes@optusnet.com.au;
peterrrichards@optusnet.com.au;

Bede Thompson
James Burton
Dennise Terry

16 Kingslangley Rd
18 Crowther Ave
15 Crowther Ave

0401077210 0420931019 tribegvg@gmail.com;
0428 034 023
tribegvg@gmail.com;
jeffdee@optusnet.com.au;

BUILDERS – ROYAL BLUE

COMMERCE – BLACK
ENGINEERS - RED

GOVERNATORS – GREEN

HEROES - PURPLE

NATIVES – ORANGE

TRIBE - LIGHT BLUE

EAST WARD COUNCILLORS
David Brooks-Horn
Pam Palmer
11 Mitchell St
David Karpin
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0410 615 167
dbrookshorn@lanecove.nsw.gov.au;
0431 959 980 / 9437 6417 ppalmer1@bigpond.net.au;
0411 115 518
dkarpin@lanecove.nsw.gov.au;
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Captains’ Roles and Responsibilities
Captains should ensure that all the following tasks are completed, either by
themselves or a delegated member of their team. Many of these tasks are
suitable for delegation, which is a valuable means of team -building. Many team
members are very willing to assist if given a specific role.
Do NOT underestimate the goodwill and support of other team captain s –
competition is usually limited to the sports field .

Team Building and Communication


Provide a first point of contact for individuals seeking information or wishing to join
the team. Respond to enquiries promptly and effectively.



Maintain effective and regular communication with existing team members, via email,
SMS, social media and/or web page.



Recruit new members if required, aiming for a cross-section of ages (school-age to
60+. See ‘Matrix’).



Keep all team members up to date on developments re the GVG.



Ascertain team members’ interest in undertaking specific roles in the Games as early
as possible, in order to involve them in participating, managing events etc.



Develop database of registered team members, recording age and events each
member is participating in (and other details as required).



Ensure all team communications are accurate and that the content of
communications to team members is at all times appropriate. Particular care should
be taken to ensure that any social media sites such as Facebook pages are properly
moderated to ensure that only appropriate material is posted

GVG Committee Matters


Attend GVG Organising Committee meetings when scheduled and advocate on
behalf of your team.



Respond to requests from OC for information, feedback etc.

Finances
Money is paid by individual team members centrally to the GVG OC, to pay for equipment,
insurance, hire of amenities and other contingencies. Each team is allocated a modest
amount by the OC to help pay for contingencies (e.g. costumes for the revue, registration
for team members in financial hardship).
Greenwich Village Games Event Handbook V1.14
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Set up (if necessary) and maintain a team bank account. Most banks will waive fees
and charges on an account for a community event such as this.



Obtain registration details from the OC GVG and compile for team communication
and events



Ensure that he systems for collecting and disbursing team fees are transparent and
accountable (eg proper records are maintained for recording who has contributed
funds and what amounts, and of all payments out, with secure banking). In particular,
systems should be established to ensure that appropriate controls in place to
mitigate the risk of misappropriation of funds and to mitigate the risk of insolvency
(being able to pay debts as and when they fall due)

Revue Preparation


Identify team members who wish to participate in the Revue. There is no limit on
numbers or ages of Revue team; members can participate in ways other than
performing (eg stagehands, musicians, scenic artists, costume designers).



Appoint Revue Captain or Director to take responsibility for the team’s production,
develop the script, arrange rehearsals, and to liaise with GVG OC Revue Coordinator.



Here is a link to an example from the Tribe in 2012 and more may be found using
GVG 2012 or Greenwich Village Games 2012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbH6XvhDWBk



We suggest using GVG 2016 as a prefix to any uploads for this year

Sporting Events
There are a wide range of sporting events, from the elite to the frivolous.


Read the GVG Manual, especially the Rules for each event. The MATRIX is
important to understand the ages and genders specified for competitors in each
event. Other team captains will be happy to help explain this.



Allocate team members to events, ensuring that the age and gender mix of the event
team matches the Matrix requirements – and any other considerations (e.g. young
children could be allocated to the same event as one of their parents).



Ensure team members know which events they have been allocated to – and make
necessary arrangements for substitutions and changes if team members are not able
to participate in their allocated events. Ensure that substituted team members are
also consistent with the Matrix.
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Appoint Event Lead for each event and ensure that s/he contacts all members of
event team re event rules, safety issues, training sessions, event timing and location,
etc. Event Lead should also allocate individual members to specific legs of event
where applicable e.g. who will be in sack race in Medley Relay; which two team
members will be in each leg of the Canoe relay.



Set up appropriate systems with your own team organisers to ensure that:
event training sessions are conducted safely for all age groups participating (eg held
at appropriate places and times, with equipment, activity and transport risks
managed appropriately)



Keep a Participation Event Grid (see page 10) for each event for spot-checking by
the Marshalls. Whilst there may need to be some cross age filling to make up for
illness, team members not turning up etc, blatant stacking of participation will
relegate the team to the last place in the event.



Video events rather than relying on stop-watches if possible.

Attributes of an ideal Greenwich Games event
The Greenwich Village Games is a unique community experience, the success of which
depends on the spirit in which the teams and events come together. The events
themselves should express this spirit and the most successful events have been those
which:
1. Are events predominantly of skill rather than of chance
2. Are played between teams which include a cross-section of ages and both genders
3. Are conducted as a relay, with each team member’s achievement contributing to the
team’s final result
4. Accordingly do not directly pit single competitors against other single competitors
5. Require teams to interact with all or most other teams in the course of the event,
either simultaneously or in heats. A team should not do well simply because the one
team they played against was weak.
6. Are safe for competitors and spectators alike
7. Are accessible to spectators forming a significant proportion of Games’ attendees
8. Are unlikely (as a result of criteria 1 to 4) to comprise mainstream sports playable
under usual rules on any other weekend of the quadrennial.
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Sample Participation Event Grid
May be used by captains when allocating team participants to each event ...use one grid
per event

Event: Event Name
Time: The Day & Time
Place: Gore Creek
Age
Group
≤8

Name – Male

Name - Female

Jeremy Bloggs 8

Jessica Bloggs 7

9-10

Josh Bloggs 8

Jemima Bloggs 10

11-12

Jack Bloggs 11

Joanna Bloggs 12

13-15

Jennifer Bloggs 12

16-19

Joel Bloggs 14 sick today
substitute Matt Smith 14
Jim Bloggs 16

20-39

John Bloggs 38

Jenny Bloggs 41

40-49

Joseph Bloggs 53

Jackie Bloggs 48

50-59

Bob Bloggs 57

Mary Bloggs 56

60+

Francis Bloggs 72

Esme Bloggs 65

Sally Bloggs 15

Captain: Jackie Bloggs 0404 040 404
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GVG Operations


Ensure that all registered team members are issued with a wristband at the start of
the games to indicate their age group.



Provide required number of marshals for those events that the team is responsible
for marshalling. Ideally appoint a Marshal Captain for each event to ensure all
marshals are aware of the event rules, safety requirements, equipment, timing etc,
and to liaise with OC official allocated to oversee that event.



Allocate a team member to represent the team in any disputes.



Develop a team War Cry (like William Wallace) for the opening ceremony.

Team Amenities


Appoint team member to organise the team marquee. The GVG OC provides a
marquee for each team together with chairs, tables, BBQ and rubbish bins. A team
member is required to set up and decorate the marquee, arrange ice and to liaise
with OC. Each team is required to move their rubbish bins to the carpark at the end
of the Revue on Saturday night and Sunday night for clearance and move them back
to their tents on Sunday morning.



Arrange catering for final evening. Food stalls will be available throughout the
Games, please take advantage of this and encourage your teams to support the
stalls rather than centrally cater. However on the Sunday evening, teams traditionally
cater for their own dinner. A portable BBQ and gas is provided by the OC for each
team.
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Risk Management
(Excerpt from Risk Management Statement (RMS))
Background
The management of the various sources of risk associated with the preparation for and the
running of the games is the responsibility of the Organising Committee (OC). In order to
carry oversight of the risk management function the OC commissioned a sub-committee,
the Risk Committee.
The Greenwich Games OC is a sub-committee of the Lane Cove Council and as such is
covered by the various policies and procedures associated with a sub-committee of Council
– including insurance coverages
This Risk Management Statement (RMS) outlines the overall approach of the OC to
identifying, mitigating and managing risks. These risks can be approximately divided into:




Risks associated with pre-games activities;
General risks over the games weekend;
Event-specific risks over the games weekend

This document relates to risks emanating from any of these sources.
Risk Management Structure & Responsibilities
The overall responsibilities for risk can be broadly summarised in the following schematic:
Overall Risk Management Framework

Greenwich Village Games Event Handbook V1.14
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There are a number of key personnel outlined in the risk management framework:


Organising Committee (OC): The organising committee refers to the combination
of the General Committee, the team captains and 3 east-ward councillors. The
Organising Committee carries ultimate responsibility for the risk management
process.



Risk Committee: A sub-committee of the OC charged with the day-to-day design
and implementation of the risk management plan. The Risk Committee is
responsible for ensuring that the identification and management of risks is
documented, communicated and implemented both before and during the games
weekend.



Risk Officer: The Risk Officer is the official representative of the Risk Committee.
The Risk Committee has overall responsibility for the development and
implementation of the risk management framework and the Risk Officer is a member
of the Risk Committee charged with the day-to-day implementation of the risk
management process;



Risk Wardens: There are 2 Risk Wardens who are on duty over the weekend of the
games and whom report to the Risk Officer. The Risk Wardens are responsible for
monitoring on-going activities around the site and to be a first point of contact for the
escalation of specific risk management procedures;

Greenwich Village Games Event Handbook V1.14
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Team Captains: Team captains perform important risk management roles both
before and during the games. Apart from general responsibilities for the welfare of
their team they are also responsible for specific events that their team has been
allocated – as per the Event Handbook;



Team Safety Officers: Each team captain is to appoint 2 Safety Officers (SO) from
the team. These persons are responsible for reviewing risk issues within the team,
including risks associated with the tent. These representatives are also required to
have reviewed the RMS and be responsible for enacting emergency responses
where they are the first responder. Finally each SO is required to be a member of
the Risk Warden Roster (discussed later in this section)

Team Safety Officers and the Risk Marshal Roster
Each team is to nominate 2 Safety Officers (SO). In addition to managing risks from a
team’s perspective, each SO is required to perform a Risk Marshal role at some stage over
the weekend.
The following table outlines the proposed roster for Risk Marshals.

Day
Fri
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sun
Sun
Sun

From
5pm
9am
12 midday
3pm
6pm
9am
12 midday
3pm

To
8pm
12 midday
3pm
6pm
9pm
12 midday
3pm
6pm

Risk Warden
A
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Heroes
Governators
Engineers
Tribe
Natives

Risk Warden
B
Builders
Natives
Engineers
Commerce
Anarchists
Heroes
Governators
Tribe

The Risk Marshal roles will be handed over to the following shift at the risk marshalling
location in the OC tent at the relevant time indicated in the table. All risk officers are
required to attend a risk briefing in the week prior to the games where specific details of the
requirement and procedures are detailed.
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Risk Management Plan
Overall
For the purposes of identifying various risks we have divided the sources of risk into 3
specific areas; Pre-game risks, general games risks and event-specific risks.
Sources of Risk

Risk
Inventory
Pre-games
risks

General
Games Risks

General Risks

Event Specific
Risks
Event Risks

Risks associated with the overall operation of the Games and the provision of infrastructure
and equipment are to be addressed by the central committee, whilst risks associated with
the safe conduct of an event are to be addressed by the team responsible for running that
event.
Apart from the specific events, there are on-going site supervision roles at Bob Campbell
Oval. These supervisors are required to keep a general eye on the smooth operation of
their site and take action to eliminate hazards that may arise. The site supervisors should
be the first people informed if a problem arises or an incident occurs in their site.
Area
Oval and Overall site supervisor
Stage Area Supervisor
Car Park & Foreshore Supervisor
Team Tent Supervisors
Team Garbage Officers

Responsible Person(s)
Peter Walton
Richard Hawkins
TBC – (Previously contracted to ACES)
Team Captains; backup nominated subcaptains
Nominated by team captains

Pre-Games Risks
For a more detailed description of risks and mitigation strategies please refer to the relevant
risk matrix
Financial Risks
There are a number of financial risks that face the OC in the preparation for the games
weekend. These include insolvency of the OC or individual teams, misappropriation of
funds, insufficient insurance coverage amongst others
Action
Dual signature bank accounts
OC approval of significant expense

When
Prior to Games
Prior to Games
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OC
OC
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items
Financial projections of key cash flow
items
Consideration of insurances

Prior to Games

OC

Prior to Games

OC

Equipment Risks
Equipment risks relate to the provision and safe working order of any equipment required to
undertake the games or associated activities.
Action
Budgeting of equipment costs and
incorporation into financial projections
Testing of event equipment for suitability
and safety issues
Insurances where relevant

When
Prior to Games

Responsibility
OC

Prior to Games

Site Supervisor

Prior to Games

OC

Legal Risks
Legal risks are present both prior to and during the games weekend. They include the legal
risk of negligence of OC personnel, injury arising from equipment use or malfunction and
general criminal activity such as fraud or violent assault.
Action
Detailed site layout and equipment plan
Inspection of relevant insurance covering
the OC as a sub-committee of council
An approved RMS and Emergency
Response procedures

When
Prior to Games
Prior to Games

Responsibility
OC
OC

Prior to Games

OC

General Games Risks
For a more detailed description of risks and mitigation strategies please refer to the relevant
risk matrix
There are a range of general risk management issues that have been identified.
Non registered event participants
For insurance purposes, all competitors must complete and sign a Participant Entry form.
Action
Ensure only registered participants
are allocated wrist-ids.
Ensure all participants have valid
wrist-ids

When
Prior to Games

Responsibility
Team Captains

Immediately prior to
event

Delegated Event Leader

Personal Injury
At any stage, for any reason, participants or audience members may sustain an injury.
Action
Ensure first aid facilities are available on
site
Greenwich Village Games Event Handbook V1.14
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Prior to Games

Responsibility
Overall site supervisor
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Ensure emergency access available at all
times

During weekend

Car Park supervisor

Trip Hazards around Stage
The stage and associated lighting and sound equipment must be either secured to
eliminate trip hazards, or cordoned off from general access.
Action
Ensure contractors secure equipment
appropriately
Monitor stage area

When
During setup

Responsibility
Stage Area Supervisor

During
weekend

Stage Area Supervisor

Hazards around Tents
Belongings accumulate during the course of the weekend that could cause trip hazards.
Unmanaged garbage, particularly broken glass could cause Injury.
Action
Take action to cover and/or make obvious
sharp hazards
Keep immediate tent area clear and tidy

When
Prior to
Games
During
weekend

Responsibility
Tent Supervisors
Tent Supervisors
Team Garbage Officers

Adverse Weather Conditions
There is no capacity for postponement of the Games, so it is intended that they will proceed
if the weather is unfavourable. All events may be modified to fit conditions. High winds may
cause the cancellation or modification of the Canoe Relay. Extreme heat will be countered
by the provision of tents, chairs and water supplies. If wet weather renders the operation of
sound equipment unsafe, the Games will be suspended until safe conditions return.
Action
Ensure teams have shelter, chairs and water
supplies
St Johns Ambulance will be on site to
administer first aid
Review event site for slip risks, need for
modifications
Consult with sound technicians

When
Prior to
Games
During
weekend
Prior to
event
During
weekend

Responsibility
Overall Site Supervisor
Team Captains
Overall Site Supervisor
Event Delegated Leader
Event Supervising Officer
Stage Supervisor

Crowd Control
Most events take place in a specified site within Bob Campbell Oval and the crowd will reposition themselves to gain the best spectator positions. It is necessary that each event
description includes spectator control lines and resources to instigate and police these
control lines. Emergency access lanes must be accessible at all times.
Action
Ensure event rules include crowd control
guidelines
Greenwich Village Games Event Handbook V1.14
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Responsibility
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Action
Ensure crowd control guidelines are
enacted
Ensure sufficient barriers, tape etc are
available

When
Prior to Games
Prior to Event

Responsibility
Event Delegated Leader
Event Supervising Officer
Provisioning Officer

Dogs
In the interest of competitor and spectator safety, the 2016 GVG will have a No-Dog
Policy. Therefore no Dogs will be permitted at Bob Campbell Oval for the duration of
the Games.
Electricity Supply
There is three-phase power (65 amps per phase) supplied to Bob Campbell Oval which can
support the permanent flood lights or the stage lights and sound on an alternate basis. The
control panel is in a locked box near the toilet block. No power lines are allowed from Gore
Street.
Action – Electricity Supply
Ensure power cables are well secured
and tamper resistant and Danger sign
erected at power source
Keep power panel locked and key
secured
Supervise power pole area
Ensure teams do not utilise illegal power
supplies

When
During set-up

Responsibility
Stage Supervisor

During weekend

Stage Supervisor

During weekend
During weekend

Car Park Supervisor
Team Captains

Fire
All efforts are to be made to avoid the possibility of starting a fire with Games equipment. If
a fire commences it should be reported immediately to the supervisor of the area and to the
Overall Site Supervisor.
Action
Naked flames to be banned from inside
tents
If fire not brought under control, call fire
brigade

When
During weekend

Responsibility
Tent Supervisors

At time of fire

Overall Site Supervisor

Theft / Vandalism of Equipment
The stage is to be erected on Thursday December 1st with sound and lights setup the
following day. The tents will also be erected on Thursday, December 1.
Arrangements have been made for professional overnight security on the nights of
December 1, 2, 3 and 4th. Additionally, police and LCC Rangers will be asked to monitor
the area with surveillance cars.
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Traffic Management
Bob Campbell Oval is a dead-end with limited parking spaces and turning circle. Access will
be restricted to cars with authorised parking stickers. Drop offs of substantial equipment by
cars without stickers will be carefully policed. Gore Street neighbours will be warned of
traffic problems.
Action
Engage independent parking
attendants
Allocate parking stickers
Provide constant monitoring of access
at Gore Street
Ensure traffic access policy is
understood by participants
Write letter to Gore Street residents
informing of road closure

When
Prior to Games

Responsibility
General Committee

Prior to Games
During weekend

Overall Site Supervisor
Car Park Supervisor

Prior to Games

Team captains

Prior to Games

Overall Site Supervisor

Event Specific Risks
See individual event listings in the Event Handbook for event-specific risks.
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Emergency Procedures
Emergency Incidents
Whilst unlikely, there are a number of serious circumstances that could arise that would
require the cessation of the Games and the evacuation of the site. These circumstances
would include situations such as:




A bushfire or flood event that impacted the Bob Campbell Oval (BCO);
A bomb threat or a terrorism related incident;
An explosion at the Bob Campbell Oval;

This section of the RMS outlines a general approach to dealing with emergency situation
that arise over the weekend of the games.
Whilst there are specialist personnel responsible for a range of risk management activities it
is the responsibility of the entire OC to uphold the procedures contained in this section –
including team captains and their appointed risk marshals.
Notification
To facilitate required actions in the case of an emergency the OC should formally notify
police and other emergency services of the timing, size and scope of the games, ideally
more than a month prior to the weekend.
This information should be updated in the week prior to the games in order to ensure that
relevant details on participant numbers and timing are up to date.
Site Access
Access to Bob Campbell Oval is relatively limited when compared with the overall scale of
the games weekend. There are three exit sites from BCO:




The St Vincents Road exit via the Car Park. This is the primary access to the BCO.
A bush track at the rear of the playground which leads to a large stormwater drain
passage under River Road and through to bushwalks that emerges at Valley View,
Innes and Ronald Avenues;
The bush-track behind the amenities block which leads up to Ford Street.

At all times direct access to the carpark must be maintained for the use of emergency
services or other first responders. The carpark will have a dedicated Emergency Vehicle
Space which is to be cordoned off or in some other way ensured to be free and available
over the entirety of the weekend.
Access to the site is required to be maintained during events, including those events that
require parts of the access path for the undertaking of the event. Event captains are
responsible to ensure that marshals are briefed in regard to the response during the event if
access to the site is required in an emergency situation.
General Safety Procedures
The general safety procedures are in place to provide a clear and concise process to be
followed by risk officers, In the case of any emergency that would require the attendance of
Greenwich Village Games Event Handbook V1.14
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emergency services and the possible evacuation of the site, the Risk Officer and/or Site
Supervisor will liaise with emergency services and direct the other risk management
personnel appropriately.
The emergency response procedures have been divided into 2 classes: Accident
Emergency response and ‘Event’ Emergency response.
Accident Emergency Response (AER)
The Accident Emergency Response is for those incidents relating to bodily injury that are
relatively contained and unlikely to become systemic. This would include local incidents of
bodily injury during events or across the site.
The general procedures for an accident emergency are:
1. Notification of incident to the Risk Officer, Site Supervisor, Risk Wardens or a team
Risk Representative;
a. If the accident is during an event then notification to the Event Leader should
be prioritised and a decision as to the suspension of the event can be made.
2. Notification of event to OC tent – SMS txt sent to all risk officials.
3. Risk Officer, Site Supervisor or other most senior risk official to decide on emergency
response reaction
a. Is the danger still present?
b. Are there injured persons requiring immediate medical assistance?
i. First-aid to be applied by a suitable person – a loud speaker ‘call-out
for medical practitioners available.
ii. Risk Officer and/or Site Supervisor to notify relevant emergency
services.
4. Site Supervisor to secure site access where emergency services required.
5. Risk Officer to consider enhanced management procedures to assist with further
mitigation of associated risks. Complete an incident report.
‘Event’ Emergency Response (EER)
The Event Emergency Response is to be enacted incidents such as fires, floods or terrorist
attacks that would likely affect a large number of the games participants or spectators.
The general procedures for an ‘event’ emergency are:
1. Notification of incident to the Risk Officer, Site Supervisor, Risk Wardens or a team
Risk Representative;
2. Notification of event to OC tent – SMS txt sent to all risk officials and/or loud speaker
announcement; An Emergency response meeting point should be established within
the OC tent where all available risk officers are to gather if not instructed otherwise.
3. Risk Officer, Site Supervisor or other most senior risk official to decide on emergency
response reaction
a. Communication or advice to participants and spectators. Achieved via loud
speaker announcement and SMS messages by the team RRs.
b. The notification of relevant emergency services.
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4. Site Supervisor to initiate crowd control procedures and secure site access where
necessary;
5. Formal briefing of all risk officials by the Risk Officer regarding next steps and
communication to participants and spectators.
Emergency Contacts
The following table outlines key contact information for groups or individuals charged with
risk management responsibilities.
Position

Name

Mobile #

OC Chairman

Sandy Calder

0419 746 620

Risk Officer

Jon Tindall

0414586511

Site Supervisor

Peter Walton

0418 286 875

Risk Marshal A

various

Risk Marshal B

various

<<dedicated prepaid mobile t.b.a.>>
<<dedicated prepaid mobile t.b.a.>>

Email
alexander.j.calder@gmail
.com
Jon.tindall@finity.com.au
peterwalton2065@gmail.
com;
n/a
n/a

Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe
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Tent Placement
The tent placement for 2016 is, in order, with position 1 being nearest to the OC tent:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Engineers
Builders
Commerce
Anarchists
Natives
Tribe
Heroes
Governators
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Catering
Catering Timetable
DAY:

TIMES:

FRIDAY

5:00pm
?–
9:00pm?
7.00am
–
9.00am
9.00am
–
11:00am

SATURDAY

CATERING
REQUIREMENTS:
Dinner

CATERING OFFER:

coffee and
breakfasts

Bar Coco
Bern the Chef

coffee and
breakfasts

GPS BBQ
Bar Coco
Master Gozleme
Bern the Chef
Greenwich Village Café
GPS BBQ
Bar Coco
Master Gozleme
Bern the Chef
Greenwich Village Café
Yan’s Asian
Paella
Urban Pasta
GPS BBQ
Bar Coco
Master Gozleme
Bern the Chef
Greenwich Village Café
Yan’s Asian
Paella
Urban Pasta
Same as Saturday (refer
above)

11:00am Lunch
–
snacks / coffee /
4:00pm teas / drinks

4:00pm Dinner
–
snacks / coffee /
10:00pm teas / drinks

SUNDAY

CONCLUSION
OF GAMES

Bar Coco
Bern the Chef

8:30am
–
11:00am
11:00am
–
5:30pm

Morning teas /
snacks / drinks
(minimal numbers)
Lunch
snacks / coffee /
teas / drinks

6.00 –
7.30pm

All Teams supply their own food – BBQ’s
supplied by OC to teams which requested
them.

Same as Saturday afternoon
(refer above)

Catering programme may be subject to change without notice
Saturday -- Games open at oval at 9:30am and day concludes at end of the Revue at 10:30pm.
Sunday – Games open at oval at 10am.
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Menu Examples
SITE NO:

VENDOR + TYPES OF FOOD

1

BAR COCO x3 trailers
Friday evening. All day Saturday and Sunday.
coffee, hot & cold drinks
ice cream, gelato, snow cones

2

GREENWICH PUBLIC SCHOOL
Saturday breakfast, lunch. Sunday breakfast, lunch
general mix of BBQ sausage, onion, egg & bacon sandwiches.
water & soft drinks

3

GREENWICH VILLAGE CAFÉ
All day Saturday and Sunday

freshly squeezed juice
hot pies and sausage rolls, savoury croissants
muffins, cakes, sweets
4

5

BERN THE CHEF
Friday evening. All day Saturday and Sunday.
Breakfast: fresh fruit & yogurt, waffles, savoury tarts $7 - $10
Lunch: range of baguettes, salad bowls, pancakes $8 - $10
Dinner: pork belly, cardamom chicken, beef and the Greenwich salad
meals $10 - $15
Dessert: pavlova, waffles $10 - $12
vegetarian, vegan & GF options
MASTER GOZLEME
All day Saturday and Sunday
vegetarian, meat, seafood and sweet gozleme
All dishes from $9 to $10

6

YAN’S ASIAN (confirmed)
Saturday lunch and dinner. Sunday lunch.

7

PAELLA (confirmed?, need insurance details)
Saturday lunch and dinner. Sunday lunch.

8

URBAN PASTA (to be confirmed)
Saturday lunch and dinner. Sunday lunch.

(All information contained above is subject to change without notice)
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FREE SHUTTLE BUS
Greenwich Village Games - 3rd & 4th December 2016
The BUDGET Shuttle Bus will be operating a circuit from Bob Campbell oval to Innes Road,
the Greenwich Shops, Shell Park and George Street during the following times every 15
minutes.
Sat 3rd December
Sun 4th December

9 am – 7 pm & 10 pm – 11 pm
10.30 am – 4 pm

To contact the Bus Driver, Michael, phone
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Rules
Age Matrix rules
With the exception of Golf in which there are no gender or substitution restrictions all events
to be 50% male and 50% female competitors – the allocation for each age group is to be
split evenly between male and female, i.e. if the matrix indicates 2 competitors from a given
age group, one must be male and one female.
Age criteria is based on the age of the individual on 2nd December 2016.
The Participant Age Matrix
≤8

9 - 10

11 – 12

13 - 15

16 - 19

20 – 39

40 - 49

50 - 59

60+

There can be no Substitution over the 20-39 age-group, (e.g. 40 year old substituting for a
16-19 year old) and competitors in the 20-39 age group cannot cross out of their age group.
Team members aged 16-19 may be substituted up one level into the 20-39 age group, and
those younger than 16-19 may be substituted up two levels. E.g. a 17 year old can be
substituted into the 20-39 age group; a 12 year old may be substituted into 16-19 age group
but not into 20-39 age group.
Team members aged 40-49 may be substituted down one level and those older than 40-49
may be substituted down two levels. E.g. a 60+ may be substituted into the 40-49 age
group, but not the 20-39 group.
As noted earlier, team event leaders need to keep a Participation Event Grid (see page 10)
for each event for spot-checking by the Marshalls. Whilst there may need to be some cross
age filling to make up for illness, team members not turning up etc, blatant stacking of
participation will relegate the offending team to the last place in the event.

Participant Eligibility Rules
Captains are to ensure that the spirit of the Games is protected. Teams are strongly
discouraged from targeting an elite sports person with no connection to the area.
1. Any person who works, resides, attends school, church or a social/sporting activity
(sailing, soccer, etc) in Greenwich or Northwood.
2. The immediate family (siblings, parents and grandparents of any person in 1).
3. Any member of LCC Social Club and the member’s immediate family
4. Boyfriends, girlfriends and partners of any person in 1-3, but not the families of
boyfriends, etc.
5. Any previous participant in the Games, regardless of their present residence or
workplace.
6. Any resident of Lane Cove who has a special affinity with Greenwich.
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Dispute Resolution
No later than 5 minutes after an event has concluded, i.e. placings announced, a team may
lodge a protest with the presiding member of the OC.
As soon as practicable thereafter:
 An informal hearing shall be convened to be presided over by 3 OC members.
 The protesting team and any potentially directly affected other team may have no
more than 3 members present; one person per team shall be nominated
spokesperson.
 The protesting team spokesperson may address the hearing for no more than 5
minutes; OC members only have the right to question that spokesperson.
 Then each other affected team spokesperson may similarly address the hearing;
further questioning by OC members may take place during that period, including
further questioning of the protesting team.
 Thereafter, the protesting team may have a 2 minute right of reply.
The OC members shall then deliberate and announce their decision, by majority if
necessary.
In the event of a protesting team losing a second protest, that team shall be relegated to
last in the second event in which it protested.
All decisions are final.
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2016 Greenwich Village Games Event Schedule
Friday 2nd to Sunday 4th December
#

Day

1

Friday

Time

Event

Team

Event Lead

5.00 pm Golf

Builders

Nick Tindall

Saturday

9.30 am Opening Ceremony

OC

Sandy Calder

Saturday

9.40 am War Cry

OC

Sandy Calder
Jane Marquard

OC Adjudicator
Stephen Shepherd

2

Saturday 10.00 am Micro Games

Anarchists

3

Saturday 10.45 am Circle Ball

Governators Noel Rowland

Craig Stafford

4

Saturday 11.30 am Tennis Ball Throw

Heroes

Neil Weston

Michael Armati

5

Saturday

Committee

Lynne Spencer

6

Saturday

1.15 pm Basketball Shoot-out

Natives

Nick Hossack

Stephen Shepherd

7

Saturday

2.00 pm Water Run

Builders

Jeremy Ell

Anne-Marie Sirca

8

Saturday

2.45 pm Relay Jumps

Anarchists

Tony Mills

Anna-Lise Sewell

9

Saturday

3.30 pm Boules

Heroes

Luke Bunburry

Kirsty Oliver

10 Saturday

4.00 pm Obstacle relay

Commerce

Peter Doherty

Brendan Morse

11 Saturday

4.45 pm Gumboot Throw

Engineers

John Saleh

Fiona Ell

12 Saturday

5.30 pm Caber Toss

Commerce

Michael Rooney

Mark Merrick

Saturday
13 Saturday

Noon

Puzzler (Collect OC)

6.00 pm Puzzler (Return to OC) Committee

Lynne Spencer

7.15 pm Revue

Committee

Richard Hawkins Sandy Calder

Saturday 10.30 pm Close
14

Sunday

8.30 am Swim Relay

Anarchists

Nicole Mills

15

Sunday

10.00 am Paper Plane Throw

Builders

Anne Marie Sirca Fiona Ell

16

Sunday

10.30 am Canoe Relay

Tribe

Denise Hughes

26

Sunday

11.00am Scrabble

Committee

Lynne Spencer

17

Sunday

11.15 am Walking Relay

Natives

Tim Kannegeiter

18

Sunday

19

Sunday

12.15 pm Slow Cycle Relay

Natives

Annabelle Burley Mark Merrick

20

Sunday

1.00 pm Football Skills

Engineers

Brett Haywood

Stephen Shepherd

21

Sunday

2.00 pm Captain Ball

Builders

Sue Procopio

Richard Hawkins

22

Sunday

2.45 pm Medley Relay

Commerce

Michael Brink

Craig Stafford

23

Sunday

3.45 pm Goanna Egg Throw

Heroes

Dan Brilliant

Brendan Morse

24

Sunday

4.30 pm 3-Legged Relay

Tribe

Katie McElvogue Richard Hawkins

25

Sunday

5.30 pm Tug of War

Natives

Annabelle Burley Mark Merrick

Sunday

6.45 pm Closing & War Cry

OC

Noon

Running Relay
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Peter Walton
Michael Armati
Kirsty Oliver
Regan Bull
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2016 Greenwich Village Games Event Map
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2016 Greenwich Village Games Event Map (with Dimensions)
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Appendix A: Incident Reporting Form
DETAILS OF INJURED REGISTERED PARTICIPANT

Surname:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DOB:. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Given names: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Age: . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

Phone Numbers:

Occupation:

M: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

W :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DETAILS OF THE INCIDENT

Date of injury: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time of incident: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Location: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Team: . . . . . . . . . . . . .
State fully and clearly exactly what happened:

If the incident was caused by a dog, details of the dog’s owner, and the dog’s ID and registration
numbers (or if not possible, a description of the dog):

Part(s) of the body injured:
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Describe the injury:

Event in which the person was engaged at the time of injury:

DETAILS OF FIRST-AID TREATMENT (WHEN PROVIDED)

Name of person rendering first aid:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contact Phone No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Email: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Treatment given/action taken:

Details of any referral for further treatment:

Reported by: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Signed: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Date: . . . . . . . . . . .
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Appendix B: Feedback Form
ABOUT YOU
Name (optional)
Surname:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Team: . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Given names: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Age Band: . . . . . . . . . . . .
Email:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Phone: . . . . . . . . . . . .
Have you been in a previous GVG? Yes / No (please circle)
Are you a Competitor? / Spectator? (please circle)

WHAT FEEDBACK WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROVIDE TO TEAM CAPTAINS / THE ORGANISING
COMMITTEE TO HELP IN PLANNING FOR FUTURE GAMES?
About pricing:

About the opening/closing ceremonies:

About the events:

About the revue:
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About the equipment supplied:

About the venue:

About the catering:

About the amenities at BCO (toilets, change rooms etc):

About waste management:

Other feedback:

Would you like to assist in the organisation/team management in 2020?

Yes / No (please circle)

Thank you for your Feedback!
Please return this completed form to a member of the General Committee, a Team Captain,
place in the letterbox in the General Committee tent, post to the Secretary c/- 25 Ronald
Avenue, Greenwich NSW 2065 or, email to lynne.spencer@bigpond.com
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Appendix C: GVG Event Summaries
Event 01 – Golf

Organised by: Builders

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

8 per team
nil
all
Lane Cove Country Club
Builders – Nick Tindall
Event takes approximately 3 hours
20 Minutes
20 minutes
Standard
nil
Check table below for other requirements
Lane Cove Country Club
N/A

Participant Matrix

≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
16 to 20 to
40 to
15
19
39
49
8 players any age or gender

50 to
59

60+

TOTAL

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of
the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with
the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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Builders
Jon Tindall
0414 586 511
Nick Tindall
0414 912 221

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader – 1 per hole
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Stephen Shephard
0416 063 584
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
Number of participants: 8 per team, divided into 2 separate groups of 4. This event
assumes participants will know the general rules of golf and how to play safely.
Any local rules will also apply and be advised at the briefing

Event Format
9-hole event; shotgun start off 8 holes at 5pm Friday (second group follows first 5
mins later). All players are to meet at 4.30 pm near the first tee for a briefing.
Each team split into two 4 ball Ambrose teams; males to tee off male-member’s tees;
females off red tees.
Handicaps: official Australian Golf Union (AGU) to be used. If a competitor does not
have a current AGU, then the lower of his / her last AGU handicap or, to the
competitor's reasonable estimation of current handicap (with a maximum of 18 for
males and 36 for females) will be used. No slope factor will be applied.
Standard Ambrose, but each player may only carry a maximum of two clubs, with
sharing amongst team members permitted, provided that left-handers may bring up to
4 clubs each; no golf bags permitted; unlimited number of balls permitted amongst
teams.
All players drive, then best shot is selected and the ball position is marked; each
player then places ball within one club length of that spot (but no nearer hole) and
plays second shot; that process continues until hole completed.
A team may NOT use the one club length rule to improve their position OUT of a
marked hazard or change the ground contition (ie fringe to green, rough to fairway
etc). Once on the green the selected ball is marked and each putt is taken from within
10cms of that spot/ no closer to the hole.
Each player must have their tee shot selected “as best” at least twice.
Handicaps are aggregated per group then divided by 8 (for groups of 4) or, in the case
of an absence, divided by 6 (for groups of 3) to reach group handicap. Net team score
equals net group score minus group handicap.
At the end of the round, one scorecard per group of 4 is handed to the event lead.
Point scoring
Lowest net team aggregate score achieves most points. Points split for ties.
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Draw:

Hole 1A - Tribe 1
Hole 2A - Heroes 1
Hole 3A - Commerce 1
Hole 4A - Natives 1
Hole 6A - Anarchists 1
Hole 7A -Engineers 1
Hole 8A - Builders 1
Hole 9A - Governators 1

Hole 1B - Heroes 2
Hole 2B - Tribe 2
Hole 3B - Builders 2
Hole 4B - Commerce 2
Hole 6B - Engineers 2
Hole 7B - Natives 2
Hole 8B - Anarchists 2
Hole 9B - Governators 2

Risks & Treatments
No specific risks identified.
Event Venue: Lane Cove Country Club, River Rd
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Event 02 – Micro Games

Organised by: Anarchists

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

About 85 (aged 6 and under)
Microphone, tape and poles to tape off area, rope, whiteboard
and markers
None. Team Captains to encourage children to wear their team
t-shirts or a t-shirt in the colour of their team.
Hoops, beanbags, ribbons, medals, cones, hats, parachute,
fluoro vests (for helpers), pagoda, tables, bubbles, to be
sourced from community – preschool, sports club etc
Event Leader plus 15 helpers
Event takes one and a half hours to run
1 and a half hours to create cordon, Setup pagoda, table,
games etc and to brief marshalls
15 minutes
No scoring – outside scoring requirements
Starting line for each team. Cordoned off area. Funding for
prizes, to be purchased by event leader
Check table below for other requirements
Running lanes at far end of field away from main tent and
surrounding area
Area A

Participant Matrix
≤8
About
85

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
15

16 to
19

20 to
39

40 to
49

50 to
59

60+

TOTAL*

About
85

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation;
≤ 8 at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
and brief
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Keeping children and parents happy
Helping with start and finish lines
Awarding ribbons
Helping with equipment during games

Marshalls
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Anarchists:
Dennis Karp,
0418 184 062
Tony King and Penny
Williams
Jane Marquard
0414 995 099
Assisted by Cathy
Beardow

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
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OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event
Manager

Keeping people off cordoned area
Handing out prizes
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Not required

Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Rules
The Micro Games is not part of the main competition. It is an opportunity for younger
children (preschool and up to 6 years old) to run in a few races and novelty races and
feel part of the fun and excitement of the Games.
The children will be grouped roughly according to age and physical size.
There will be running races and novelty races and a fun space to play in.
There are ribbons and prizes awarded for each child who participates.
Children will be encouraged to wear their team t-shirt if they have one or a t-shirt in
the colour of their team.
Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players
Fallen or upset children to be cared for by
numerous marshalls

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

During event

Event leader

Event Venue
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Event 03 – Circle Ball

Organised by: Governators

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Marshalls
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

27 per team

8 netballs and 8 sashes, 8 stop watches, 8 arm bands/ties
None

Event organiser plus 8 marshalls
Event takes 60 minutes to run inclusive of 5 minute changeover
and 5 minutes contingency
15 Minutes to create cordon
15 minutes to clear
Standard

Ground layout and team flags
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek Oval
Area C

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
15

16 to
19

20 to
39

40 to
49

50 to
59

60+

TOTAL*

3

3

3

6

3

3

3

2

26

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation;
≤ 8 & 60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain
Event Leader

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator/Referee
OC Event Manager

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event
Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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John Erasmus
0404 312280
Mark Reiss
0411 423 911

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Craig Stafford
0438 842 700
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
The 27 players for each team are divided into two squads of 13 and a captain who
wears a sash. Teams have complete discretion on the make-up of each circle ball
squad. Each squad will play in one round, but the captain will play in both rounds. At
the start of each round, the active squad will form a circle with the 13 players’ arms
outstretched so their finger-tips touch. The captain will stand on the marked dot when
throwing. The 13 team members will face towards the captain. The inactive squad (the
13 not playing in the current round) will stand in a group to one side of the circle but
must not obscure the view of the scorers who will be located together in a group on
the stage.
When the gun discharges, the scorer attached to each team will start his/her
stopwatch and the captain will throw the ball to the player wearing the wristband/tie,
who will be then considered player No1. The No1 will return the ball to the captain
before running behind No2 in a clockwise direction to reach the gap between No2 and
No3. The captain will throw the ball again to No1, who will return it before running on
to the gap between No 3 and No 4, and so on. Thus the ball will pass from the captain
to No1 and back, at each of the gaps between the players comprising the circle.
When No 1 returns to his/her original position he/she retains the ball and runs to the
centre taking the position of the captain. The captain exchanges position with No 1.
After all teams have completed the first round, the second squads takes take their
places on the circle and playing for the second squad starts on the discharge of the
gun
The cycle will then repeat, with each team member having the opportunity to
complete the circle, in the same fashion as No1 and each team member taking the
position of captain for one circle. The finish is when the original Captain has
completed their circle of the other players then returns to the starter and holds ball
high in the air, with all other team members sitting. The scorer assigned to that team
will then stop their watch and record the time.
The time score for the two rounds will be added together and the lowest overall time
score for the two events will determine finishing order. A tie for any position will result
in the teams sharing the combined points for the positions.
Scoring for the event will be standard, according to the final finishing order of the
teams.

Risks & Treatments
No particular risk elements have been identified.
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Event Venue
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Event 04 – Tennis Ball Throw

Organised by: Heroes

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement
(Hire, Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

36 per team
2,304 tennis balls (8 balls, 36 players, 8 teams)
Twenty-four equal-sized large plastic rubbish bins (3 per team)
8 containers each of sufficient size to hold 288 tennis balls
Team sashes
None
None
Event Leader plus 8 marshalls at throw line and 3 marshalls at
furthest bins and 3 for crowd management
Anticipate 50 minutes to run inclusive of 5 minutes contingency
15 minutes to set up – position bins and create cordon around
playing area
20 minutes to collect bins / balls and dismantle cordon
Standard, with a tie for any position meaning teams sharing the
combined points for the positions
Throwing line for each team; markings for bins placed at 5m, 7m,
10m from the throwing line
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
Area B

Participant Matrix
≤8
4

9 to
10
4

11 to
12
4

13 to
15
4

16 to
19
4

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
4

50 to
59
6

60+
2

TOTAL*

36

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation;
≤ 8 & 60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of
the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with
the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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Heroes
Ben Wilson
0407 966 083
Neil Weston
0437 453 440

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Michael Armati 0457
787 816
Mark Merrick
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0403 132 132

Set Up
The event will take place on the running track, so all 8 teams can compete at the
same time. 3 bins are to be placed in each track (a set for each team), at distances
5m, 7m and 10m from the throwing line.
288 tennis balls to be placed in each of the 8 containers, in turn placed at the throwing
line in each track (one for each team).
The area is to be cordoned off to keep spectators away from the throwing zone and to
ensure that no one is able to place tennis balls into the bins at the end of the event.
Rules
The first player in each team stands on the throwing line, to throw 8 consecutive balls
to try and get them into any of their team’s bins. The thrower can choose which of the
3 bins to aim at for each ball, and any ball that lands in a bin by any natural means
and stays in the bin counts.
Once the player has thrown his/her 8 balls, the next player takes their turn. Once all
36 players have thrown 8 balls each, the event is complete. Once all teams have
finished throwing, the marshalls have to count the number of tennis balls in each of
the bins for each team, and calculate the scoring as follows:
First bin = 1 pt; second bin = 3 pts; third bin = 7 pts. The team with the highest total
score is the winner.
While counting is underway, the marshalls must ensure that no one enters the
cordoned off area to avoid the risk of people picking balls up and putting them into the
bins. Once counting is complete, the balls and bins must be cleared away and the
cordon removed.
For every missing participant (ie. less than 36) within a team (once checked by the
Marshalls), 8 balls will be removed before the event start.
Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 05 – Puzzler

Organised by: Lynne Spencer, OC

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Open to all
Go to OC Tent for Puzzler Materials
Working paper
NA
Lynne Spencer, Captain & Event Leaders
6 Hours
NA
NA
OC
NA
NA
Team Tents
NA

Participant Matrix – Open to All
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
15

16 to
19

20 to
29

40 to
49

50 to
59

60+

TOTAL

Roles
Team Captain
Event Leader

Marshalls
OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event
Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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OC
Lynne Spencer
0413 313 347

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Lynne Spencer

Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
The Puzzler event consists of six individual puzzles to be completed sequentially by
any number of participants from each team. The event kicks off at the OC tent at noon
on Saturday and the final component is to be returned to the OC tent no later than
6pm.
The complete schedule showing the earliest time when each puzzle can be
collected/returned is shown below.
Time
12.00

Puzzle Released (No earlier
than)
Sudoku

Puzzle for Return (no earlier than)

12.30

Crossword

Sudoku

1.00

Cryptic crossword

Crossword

2.00

Target Word

Cryptic crossword

3.00

Greenwich & General Trivia

Target Word

4.00

Medley Puzzle

Greenwich & General Trivia

6.00

Medley Puzzle is to be returned

Puzzles will not be given out prior to the scheduled time and the preceding puzzle
must be surrendered in order to obtain the next one. The only critical time is 6pm
Saturday. The Medley Puzzle must be returned no later than 6 pm. For example,
while the Sudoku puzzle need not be returned say until 2pm, by not doing so that
team will not be able to obtain any puzzle other than the Crossword at 2pm – thereby
reducing the effective time for completion of the other puzzles.

Scoring
100 puzzle points will be awarded for each puzzle, a total of 600 puzzle points. At the
end of the event, the team with the most puzzle points will win the event and receive
the 8 GVG points, the team coming second will receive 7 GVG points etc. Ties will
receive split points. If writing is illegible points will be lost.

Sudoku
10 puzzle points for each of the correct squares of 9 numbers and 10 bonus puzzle
points for the entire puzzle being correct - total 100 puzzle points.

Crossword
Each correct word will be of equal value such that the total puzzle points available is
100.
Cryptic crossword
Each correct word will be of equal value such that the total puzzle points available is
100.
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Target Word
Using the 9 letters in the square, list as many words as possible whose length is
greater than 3 letters. 1 puzzle point will be awarded per word. Unlike the newspaper
version of this puzzle, it is not necessary to use the letter in the middle of the box.
Proper nouns are not acceptable and any unusual words must have their definition or
use in a sentence described. Words can be deleted by the markers if this supporting
definition is not provided. For example: "sima" the lower layer of the earth's outer
crust; "elemi" a tree native to the Philippines and the resin obtained from it, used in
varnishes and printing inks.

Greenwich and General Trivia
50 questions with 2 puzzle points per correct answer.

Medley Puzzle
Each team will be given a selection of identical objects from which they are to solve a
specified problem.
Puzzle points will be awarded by the Master Puzzler at her discretion for using all the
provided objects and the creativeness/suitability of the task set.
If the completed puzzles are not returned at 6pm, there will be a penalty of 10 points
for each 5 minutes late. Puzzles not returned by 6.30pm will forfeit all 100 points.

Use of Internet and Phone Apps
The committee is aware that there are applications available for use by phone, iPad
and laptop that can be used to assist in some of these puzzle events. The OC has
decided not to restrict the use of such applications. The Master Puzzler, however,
suspects that using these tools in the time available, if a team wants to maximize that
time, may not provide as much advantage as it may seem.
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Event 06 - Basketball Shoot Out

Organised by: Natives

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

22 per team
Two basketball ring boards (under the hall)
Two basketballs + spare
One stopwatch/mobile phone
Two coloured sashes (for 1st shooter in team)
None
Mobile basketballs and balls to be sourced from Greenwich
residents
Event Leader plus 4 marshalls (to be selected from the team)
Event takes 60 minutes to run inclusive of 5 minute changeover
and 5 minutes contingency
30 Minutes to create cordon, Setup basketball nets
30 minutes to secure basketball nets
Standard
Starting line for each team
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval carpark
Area F

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
4

13 to
15
4

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
6

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+

TOTAL*

22

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation;
≤ 8 & 60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of
the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with
the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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Natives
Michael Ryland
0419 192 727
Nick Hossack
0438 130 960

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Stephen Shephard
0416 063 584
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
The event will run in 4 heats with 2 teams competing in each heat. The aim is for the
team to score the most number of baskets in a 10-minute period.
Each shooter can either shoot from behind the start-line or after taking the ball behind
the line he/she can move in front of the line if the ball is bounced at least once prior to
shooting. For the 1st shot the retriever is the No. 22 thrower. The first shooter wears a
sash to identify the progress of the team.
The ball is retrieved by the previous thrower who may stand where he/she chooses
and passes it to the next shooter, who is behind a starting-line, located 5-metres from
the ring. There is no limit to the number of shots a team can make in the 10 minutes.
The team that scores the most baskets in the time wins. Tied teams will average the
points won.
Heats
Heat 1:
Heat 2 :
Heat 3 :
Heat 4 :

Heroes
Anarchists
Commerce
Governors

&
&
&
&

Builders
Natives
Tribe
Engineers

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 07 – Water Run

Organised by: Builders

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

24 per team
8 buckets containing water coloured for each team.
8 small plastic cups to carry water
8 receptacles to house water. These will be tall, transparent
tubes.
8 stop watches/mobile phones
Sticky labels 24 x 8 to number participants.
None
None
Event Leader plus 2 marshals per team i.e. 16 in total
Event takes 60 minutes to run inclusive of 5 minute changeover
and 5 minutes contingency
15 Minutes to create cordon,
15 minutes to clear up
Standard
Marked out 8 lane 50m track
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek Oval
Area B

Participant Matrix

≤8
2

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
4

50 to
59
4

60+
2

TOTAL*
24

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation;
≤ 8 & 60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary resources
to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule interpretation if
Event Leader is not able to resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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Builders
Jon Tindall
0414 586 511
Jeremy Ell
0402 953 457

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Anne Marie Sirca
0412 489 700
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
The overall aim is to fill the receptacles to capacity by ferrying water from the buckets
to the receptacles using the plastic cups provided. The cup acts as the baton and
must be passed to the next team member before his/her leg can commence.
All team members line up at the 40 metre line on the track, participants will be
numbered 1 to 24. A bucket full of coloured water is at the start line and an empty
receptacle at the finish line. The small plastic cup is on the ground by the bucket at
the start line. One Marshall stands by the start line and the other at the receptacle with
a stopwatch, start their watches when the gun is fired.
The first team member fills the cup with water and runs down the track to the
receptacle. He/she pours the water into the receptacle and then runs back to the startline carrying the cup. He/she passes the cup to the next team member who then
repeats the process. This process is repeated, cycling through team members as
many times as necessary, until the receptacle is full. Participants are to take turns in
their number sequence 1 to 24 then cycling through in order till their receptacle fills to
overflow.
The bucket and receptacle must not be moved within the start and finish lines during
the race. No other team member can touch any of the equipment apart from when it is
his/her turn. If this occurs the Marshall will declare a foul run and insist that the run is
to be repeated with the same team members with no water carried.
Any team that ferries water with any receptacle apart from the cups provided or
tampers with the water will be disqualified.
When the receptacle is full the Marshall shall stop the watch. The finishing order is
determined by the sequence in which the receptacles are filled to capacity.

Lane allocation
Team

Lane

Anarchists

1

Builders

3

Commerce

8

Engineers

6

Governators

7

Heroes

2

Natives

4

Tribe

5

Risks & Treatments
No particular risk elements have been identified.
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Event Venue
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Event 08 – Relay Jumps

Organised by: Anarchists

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

18 per team

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation

None
None

Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Sixteen team flags on ‘spikes’
Eight timber strips 600mm long.
Eight 8m tape measures

Event Leader plus 8 marshalls (to be selected from the
organising team)
Event should take around 30 minutes
30 Minutes to create cordon, gather teams and do pre-event
briefing
10 minutes to collect equipment
Standard
Starting line for each team
Check table below for other requirements

Bob Campbell Oval
Area A

Participant Matrix
≤8
2

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+

TOTAL*

18

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation;
≤ 8 & 60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain
Event Leader

Marshalls
OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event
Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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Denis Karp
0418 184 062
Tony Mills
0438 276 219

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Anna-Lise Sewell 0407
802 405
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
This event will be run in single heat. The aim is for the 18 participants in a team to
jump the greatest combined distance by ‘step-step-jump’. The participant has to land
on both feet at the end of the jump.
Each team jumps in relay order, with the 2nd participant starting from where the 1st
participant jumped to and so on. Each participant jumps from a line marked by his
team flag and a timber strip (must start his/her jump from behind the strip), and has
final distance marked by second flag. The second flag is placed at the ‘rear most’
point of contact with ground at conclusion of the jump e.g. hand, foot, etc. Running
jumps are allowed, but if a foot strays in front of strip at the first ‘step’, the second flag
will be moved back by a 1 metre penalty.
Finishing order of teams is determined according to maximum total distance jumped
(final flags being left in ground until total distance for each team is finalised).
One-metre penalties are also applied for minor (but significant) overstepping, with 2metre penalties for gross violations. Each competitor must genuinely attempt a jump
(to avoid a deliberate step-step-step). Any obvious breach of this will result in a onemetre penalty.
It is likely that the jumping track will need to reverse back on itself. Marshalls are
responsible for confirming the stage at which the jumpers should reverse direction, i.e.
to avoid jumper running out of track during their ‘step-step-jump’. The distance from
the final jump prior to changing direction and the starting point to return will be
recorded with the distance for the first “step-step-jump” after changing direction
adjusted accordingly.
Lane allocation
Team

Lane

Anarchists

4

Builders

3

Commerce

2

Engineers

1

Governors

8

Heroes

7

Natives

6

Tribe

5
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Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Countback Rule

Event Venue
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Event 09 - Boules

Organised by: Heroes

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement
(Hire, Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

16 per team
Eight Boules sets
Marked Throw Line
4 colours of electrical tape to mark “team” sets of 16 Boule
None
Boules sets to be sourced from Greenwich residents
Event Leader plus 4 marshalls (to be selected from the team)
Event takes 60 minutes to run, inclusive of 5 minute changeover and
5 minutes contingency
15 Minutes to create cordon, Setup playing area
5 minutes
Standard
Check table below for other requirements
Bob Campbell Reserve
Area D

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
8

40 to
49
1

50 to
59
1

60+

TOTAL*

16

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation;
≤ 8 & 60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with
the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Marshalls
OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager
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Heroes
Ben Wilson
0407 966 083
Luke Bunbury
0455 622 227

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Kirsty Oliver
0421 648 132.
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
The event will run in 4 heats with 2 teams competing in each heat. The aim is for the
team to have the closest boule to the “cochonnet” in each of round after all
participants have thrown.
All players stand behind the throw line to throw their boules. Each participant will
have one throw per round. Toss a coin to choose which team plays first. He/she
then throws the cochonnet between 4m and 8m, or 6 to 10 paces from the throw line.
It also must not be closer than 1m from any obstacle.
Any player from the first team then throws the first boule, trying to get it as close as
possible to the cochonnet. Both feet must stay together on the ground and from
behind the throw line while throwing and until the boule has landed.
A player from the other team then steps into the circle and tries to place a boule closer
to the cochonnet than their opponent, or to knock the opponent’s boule away. The
boule nearest to the cochonnet is said to be “holding the point”.
The players in the team that is not “holding” continue throwing until they place a boule
closest to the cochonnet, and so on.
When a team has no more boules to be played, the players of the other team throw
theirs and try to place them as close as possible to the cochonnet.
This event will be run over 3 heats to establish 1st to 8th place, with all teams
competing in 3 rounds:
1. Round 1: Organised per the table below
2. Round 2: The 4 winners of Heat 1 playing against each other and the 4 losing teams
playing each other
3. Round 3: Final round will be played in reverse order with the last 2 teams playing first,
and the top 2 teams playing last.

Round 1
Heat 1 :
Heat 2 :
Heat 3 :
Heat 4 :

Tribe
Anarchists
Natives
Builders

&
&
&
&

Commerce
Governors
Heroes
Engineers

Heat 1 :
Heat 2 :
Heat 3 :
Heat 4 :

Winner of T&C
Winner if N&H
Loser of T&C
Loser of N&H

&
&
&
&

Winner of A&G
Winner of B&E
Loser of A&G
Loser of B&E

Heat 1 :
Heat 2 :
Heat 3 :
Heat 4 :

Loser of R2H3
Winner of R2H3
Loser of R2H1
Winner of R2H1

&
&
&
&

Loser of R2H4
Winner of R2H4
Loser of R2H2
Winner of R2H2

Round 2

Round 3
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Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 10 – Obstacle Relay

Organised by: Commerce

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

14 per team
8 ping pong balls
8 brooms
1 limbo bar
1 set limbo bar holders (say high jump ends)
8 hoops
2 cans of spray to paint lines
24 SAO biscuits (includes 8 spares)
24 balloons (same shape/size) (includes 8 spares)
40 golf balls
6m x 10m tarpaulin. 4 pegs to secure tarpaulin
1 mud turning mark
8 skipping ropes
Team XXL T-shirt + gumboots
NA
10 Marshalls
Event takes 60 minutes to run, inclusive of 5 minute changeover
and 5 minutes contingency
45 Minutes to set station and create cordon,
15minutes
Standard
Starting line for each team
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval and mud flats
Area A

Participant Matrix
≤8
2

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19

20 to
39
2

40 to
49
2

50 to
59

60+
2

TOTAL*
14

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution; ≤ 8 & 60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary resources
to run the event
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Ray Karslake
0413 021 737
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Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule interpretation
if Event Leader is not able to resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Peter Doherty
Jan Swinhoe
0408 967 282
Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Brendan Morse
0414 890 463
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Rules
The event is a relay. The ‘baton’ will be one XXL GVG T-shirt worn by all team
members no matter what its condition. Note the team must make sure they order a Tshirt for this event.
The 8 teams will compete simultaneously.
Leg 1:
Mud run

Member 1 wears the team T-shirt. Run from water’s edge out over the mud
flats, round the mud turning mark, and back to the oval.

Members 1 & 2

Take off the T-shirt and gumboots and pass them to the Member 2 who repeats
the run and finishes by handing T shirt to Member 3. Same pair of gumboots
must be worn, if a gumboot comes off it must be replaced before progressing
further.
Member 3 puts on team T-shirt and crawl under tarpaulin, ‘limbo’ under limbo
bar then run to next change point. Take off the T-shirt and pass it to the next
team member.
Competitors must go under limbo stick facing upwards with feet only on the
ground. If unsuccessful after 3 attempts Member 3 may crawl under the bar.
Member 4 puts on T-shirt. Members 4&5 race over approximately 20 metres
with ping-pong held between their heads. No hands allowed on ping-pong while
progress is being made.
If ball is dropped competitors must stop and replace ping-pong between their
heads before proceeding. Take off the T-shirt and pass it to Member 6
Member 6 puts on the T-shirt and sweeps the ping-pong ball with the broom
head over approximately 30 metres. Sweep the ball into a hoop on the ground
at the end of the course. Take off the T-shirt and pass it to the next team
Member 7.

Leg 2:
Tarp/Limbo
Member 3
Leg 3:
Ping pong
(in the lane)

Members 4 & 5
Leg 4:
Sweep
(in the lane)

Member 6
Leg 5:
Wheelbarrow
Members 7 & 8

Member 7 (Wheelbarrow pusher) to put on T-shirt. Members 7&8, one as
wheelbarrow travels on hands, the other as the wheelbarrow pusher holds the
barrows legs. Race over 30 metres then change T-shirt and position and race
back over 30 metres. Take off the T-shirt and pass it to Member 9.
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Leg 6:
Golf Ball
Member 9
Leg 7:
Skipping

Member 9 puts on T-shirt. Stands behind a line 4m from hoop on the ground.
They then throw or roll 5 golf balls until all are in the hoop. They will retrieve
any balls that finish outside of the hoop and repeat the throw/roll until all balls
are in hoop. When all golf balls are in the hoop take off the T-shirt and pass it to
Member 10.
Member 10 puts on t-shirt. Skips 20 beats. Change t-shirt to Member 11 and
repeat process with Member 12. Once all three skippers have completed then
pass t-shirt to the next team Member 13.

Members 10, 11
& 12
Leg 8:
Member 13 puts on T-shirt, eats one SAO biscuit and blows up balloon until it
Triathlete
bursts. Takes off T-shirt and hand to Member 14 who repeats eating the SAO
and blowing up the balloon until it bursts. Once their balloon has burst Member
Members 13 &
14 then runs to the finish line.
14
No assistance is to be provided to competitors changing t-shirt. The winning order will be
indicated by the fastest times to complete the course. In the event of a tie the points will be
shared.

Lane allocation
Team

Lane

Anarchists

2

Builders

3

Commerce

1

Engineers

5

Governators

8

Heroes

4

Natives

6

Tribe

7

Risks & Treatments



Participant encounters distress during event.
Young competitors getting stuck in mudflats

Action
Team supporters adequately separated from players
Marshalls monitor progress of competitors and
provide support as required
Youngest age groups not to do mudflat leg
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When
Prior to event
During event

Responsibility
Event Leader
Event Marshalls

During event

Event Marshalls
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Event Venue
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Event 11 - Gumboot Throw
Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement
(Hire, Licenses, etc.)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Organised by: Engineers

20 Per team
8 gumboots – all one size; trundle wheel(s) for
measurement
None
tent pegs to mark distance in one direction
Event Leader to provide clipboard, pens and paper to
marshals for recording the results and 8 x 1-20
numbered cards for the participants to know when
their
is on
Eventthrow
Leader
plus 8 marshalls (to be
selected from the organising team)
Event should take around 30 minutes
30 minutes to create cordon, gather teams and do
pre-event
10
minutes to collect equipment
briefing
Standard
Starting line for each team
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek Oval
Area A

Participant Matrix:
≤8
2

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+
2

TOTAL*
20

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 & 60+
at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Event Leader

Marshalls

OC Equipment Officer

OC Event Adjudicator

Ensure Event Leader has the
necessary resources to run
the event
Smooth running of the event
in the spirit of the GVG
Explain rules at the start of
each game
Provide the Event Summary
to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk
mitigation
Scoring & compliance with
the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies &
equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate
on rule interpretation if Event
Leader is not able to resolve
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Engineers
Chris Rossiter
0416 128 777
John Saleh
0437 425 918

Selected from the team by
the Event Leader
Peter Walton 0418 286 875

Fiona Ell
0402 012 010
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OC Event Manager

GVG event management and
adjudication

Mark Merrick 0403 132 132

Rules
This event will be run in one single heat with all eight teams competing together. The aim is
for all participants in each team to toss a gumboot the longest combined distance.
The distance thrown is the distance from the throw line to the furthest end of the gumboot.
The distance measured will be perpendicular (right angle) from the throw line to the gumboot.
The event will be run in age order as shown in the Participant Matrix. The nominated
competitors from each team will line up in throw order. The teams will line up at the western
side of the Event Venue and throw towards the centre of the Oval. Each team will have a
designated marshal. The marshals shall give each thrower a number from 1 – 20 to designate
their throw number and ensure throwing in the correct order.
The Event Leader will call the first participants to throw, by calling “Thrower 1 to the Line” (or
similar). The participants will throw the gumboot from the throw line when the Event Leader
calls. The marshals will measure the distance using a trundle wheel and record the distance.
There is no option for a second or re-throw.
Once the marshals have recorded the first Participants results the Event Leader will call the
second participants to throw, by calling “Thrower 2 to the Line” (or similar). The process will
be repeated for all 20 throws.
One metre penalties also applied for minor (but significant) overstepping, with 2 metre
penalties for gross violations. The penalties will be noted by the marshal and deducted after
the final count.
Once completed, the marshals will measure add up the total thrown distance based on simply
addition.

Each team will be given the option to choose a gumboot from the gumboots provided
by GVGOC. Once the team chooses a gumboot it will be marked with the colour of
that team and all participants from that team must use the chosen gumboot.
Team Order
Team
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

Order
2
6
3
1
7
4
5
8

Risks & Treatments


Person being hit by gumboot
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Action
Audience and other competitors to be kept
away from tossing zone

When
Before & during event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 12– Caber Toss

Organised by: Commerce

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement
(Hire, Licenses, etc)
Event organisation

Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Event Matrix:
9 to
≤8
10

11 to
12

12 per team
Four cabers (two large, two small)
Two flags team (sixteen in total) on spikes
Two timber strips (the latter from relay jumps).
One large tape measure
Twelve dome cones
Cordon fence
None
None
Inside the cordoned area –
Event organiser plus three Marshals, two to return
caber and one to place team flag
On the cordon –
Six safety Marshals to keep spectators out of field
of play
Event takes 90 minutes to run
15 Minutes to create cordon,
10 minutes
Standard
One straight ‘starting line’
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
Area A

13 to
15

16 to 20 to 40 to 50 to
TOTA
19
39
49
59
60+
L
2
4
4
2
12
Male and female in each age category. 2 Each in the 20-39 and 40-49 group
* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution; ≤ 16 & 60+ at
the Captain’s discretion
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Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the
necessary resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the
spirit of the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the
Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Return caber
Place team flag
Safety of competitors and spectators
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison
with the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not
able to resolve
GVG event management and
adjudication

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event
Manager

Commerce
Ray Karslake
0413 021 737
Michael Rooney
0410 040 180

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader

Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Rules
This will be run as a single event with all eight teams competing at once. The aim is
for the twelve participants in each team to toss the caber the longest combined
distance. *(A caber is a small ‘telegraph pole’ about 2.5m long and weighing about 20
kg). Ladies will toss a lighter caber.
Each team will start per the order below. The first male and female age pair
competitors from each team will take their turn completing their tosses in ‘relay’ order,
with the second competitor from that team tossing from the finish point of the first toss.
The finish point will be marked with a team flag before the next pair from the next
team commence and so on until all teams have had a turn. At the end of the round the
team with the shortest distance thrown will then send out their second male and
female age pair competitors to complete their toss, the team with the second shortest
throw will then compete and so on until the round is complete. The next Round will
commence with the team with the shortest combined distance thrown. This will
continue until all team pairs have had a turn. This process should keep the teams
relatively close together which will result in improved safety and make for a better
competitive spectacle.
To toss the caber correctly, each competitor takes a short run with caber supported by
both hands at ‘sporran’ level and the caber over either shoulder. At the launch point,
the caber is tossed upwards and outwards so that it cartwheels forwards, with the
upper end striking the ground first somewhat over the cabers length from the
competitor, and the lower end continuing upwards and forwards so that it strikes the
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ground further away from the launch point. In an ideal throw, the lower end of the
caber ends up 180 degrees from the launch point; ie without falling backwards or
sideways. This is seldom exactly achieved. The throw is measured to the furthest end
of the caber.
There is no option for a second or re-throw.
One metre penalties also applied for minor (but significant) overstepping, with 2 metre
penalties for gross violations.
Adjustments will be made back to the centre line (marked by dome cones) should a
toss result in the caber landing to close to the cordon on either side. This will be
achieved by looking at where the furthest end of the caber lands and placing the
team’s flag on the centre line that is perpendicular to this point.
If there are difficulties with the space required for this event, the track may need to
reverse back on itself. When a team reaches the ‘Overthrow area’ at the end of the
track, they will be suspended from throwing and asked to stand to the side of the
cordon until all other teams have landed in the ‘Overthrow area’ or finished. At this
point in time, those teams who landed in the ‘Overthrow area’ will recommence with
their first reverse throw being taken from and adjusted position from the Overthrow
line. The adjusted position will be +/- the distance in the overthrow area as measured
by the Marshals (see diagram in count back rule below).
NB: To minimise risk of back injury, competitors are recommended to practise lifting
similar weights, and to lift with the knees, keeping back as straight as possible.

Team Order
Team

Order

Anarchists

7

Builders

8

Commerce

3

Engineers

2

Governators

1

Heroes

4

Natives

6

Tribe

5
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Risks & Treatments



Person being hit by moving caber
Competitors injuring themselves through improper lifting

Action
Audience and other competitors to be kept
away from tossing zone
To minimise risk of back injury, competitors
are recommended to practise lifting similar
weights, and to lift with the knees, keeping
back as straight as possible.

When
Before & during event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Before & during the event

Participants

Count Back Rule

Event Venue
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Event 13 - Revue

Organised by: Richard Hawkins

The Greenwich Village Games (GVG) Revue is a major event that requires each team to
perform a revue item (10 minutes maximum) for the entertainment of a substantial crowd of
between 1,000 and 1,500 people. Revue items are to provide light theatrical entertainment
consisting of a series of short sketches, songs, and dances, typically dealing satirically with
topical issues.

What is it?








The Revue is a stand-alone event – the Revue score does not contribute to the overall
GVG score for the Team.
A separate trophy will be awarded to the winning Team.
Additional awards may be made, at the discretion of the judges – see below.
Revue items to provide light theatrical entertainment consisting of a series of short
sketches, songs, and dances, typically dealing satirically with topical issues. Items are
to be short (no longer than 10 minutes).
Revue items should be in good taste and avoid material that could be considered
offensive. Remember that there are young and other impressionable people in the
audience.
Each Team is permitted five minutes to set up and five minutes to clear the stage and
surrounds so that the next team may start.

When is it?




The Revue is scheduled for Saturday night, 3 December, 2016, weather permitting. A
stage and marquee cover, along with audio and lighting equipment will be set up on
Wednesday 30 October and is planned to be removed on Monday 5 December.
Start - The MC’s will open the Revue event at 7:15pm, with the first performance
commencing shortly thereafter at approximately 7:20pm.
Completion - With [5 minute setup + 10 minute performance + 5 minute pack-up]x8
teams + judging and award time it is expected that the event will finish at 10:25pm

Where is it?


The 2016 Revue will be held at Gore Creek Reserve (Bob Campbell Oval). Refer to the
map layout for further detail.

Who’s doing what?



Organising Committee - responsible for: Revue funding; key word identification (“Samba” for
2016); all aspects of the judging, coordinating / appointing the judging panel; for organizing
the draw / timing of the team performances / rehearsals.
Revue Manager: Richard Hawkins, responsible for: procuring all sound and lighting equipment
within budget; for organizing and coordinating the setup / operation and removal of audio
equipment, lighting equipment, other associated; coordinating regarding power supply; for
overall running of the event (other than judging); for coordinating with Equipment Manager /
OC / MC team and with Stage Manager; preparing / updating the GVG Revue Brief including
all judging proposals (in association with the OC); risk management of the revue; management
/ coordination of the setup and packup of the revue equipment; Preparing debrief;
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Equipment Manager: Peter Walton, procuring stage, marquee, sound control tent, stairs and
related items (similar Revue Manager);
Stage Manager: Richard Hawkins – responsible for the coordination of the rehearsals and
managing of the bumping on and off of each performance in a timely manner on the night and
for coordinating technical requirements with the lighting and stage contractors;
Revue Team Captains - to be the point of contact for the Revue and provide to Richard
Hawkins at richardhawkins1@optusnet.com.au:
o a 50 word synopsis of their revue by Monday 14th November; and
o the name and contact details of their nominated Revue Judge by 14 November; and
o the name and contact details of their nominated Technical Coordinator (responsible
for liaising directly with the professional audio and lighting operators); and
o a technical run-sheet (with audio and lighting requirements and scene / cueing
information to assist the operators) in a form to be agreed by Monday 21 November.
Revue Judges – one nominated by each team and responsible for adjudicating and judging
performances as outlined below
Revue Technical Coordinators – one nominated from each team and responsible for liaising
directly with the professional audio and lighting operators in relation to the audio and lighting
control requirements;
Video Operator – Adrian Sue; videoing performances and uploading to YouTube
Hire Companies:
MicroHire – Responsible for supply, operation and removal of lighting and audio equipment
for the rehearsals and the performance; connecting of power; for coordination with Pillinger
re stage and marquee structure;
Pillinger – responsible for the supply and removal of the stage, marquee, 3x3 control tent,
stairs.
Security: to be provided by OC for the time equipment supplied to the time it is picked up
(Wednesday to Monday).

2016 Rehearsal and Performance Times
Team order:
Governators
Tribe
Engineers
Natives
Builders
Commerce
Anarchists
Heroes

Order
1
2
3
4
5
6

Rehearsal Time
Wed 6pm
Wed 7pm
Wed 8pm
Thurs 6pm
Thurs 7pm
Thurs 8pm

7
8

Fri 7pm
Fri 8pm

Revue Captain
Nicole MacAlpine
Sophie Toppeross
Sharon Morse
Sally Lancaster
Jon Tindall
Jess Toomey,
Nicky Nicholas
Patti King
Jessica BennettGriffiths

Email
Nicole.l.MacAlpine@det.nsw.edu.au
sophie@rossfitness.com.au
shazamorse@hotmail.com
lancasters.5@icloud.com
jon.tindall@finity.com.au
Jessica@symesconsulting.com.au,
nickynicholas@me.com.au
kingsinoz@bigpond.com
Jessica.bennettgriffiths@flightcentre.com

Performance
Time (Saturday)
Tribe
Anarchists
Engineers
Natives
Builders
Commerce
Heroes
Governators
Judging

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7:20pm
7:40pm
8:00pm
8:20pm
8:40pm
9:00pm
9:20pm
9:40pm
9:50 – 10:20pm
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BCO Stage Rehearsals


Each team will have 60 minutes for full dress rehearsals (including lighting and sound
operators) on the Wednesday, Thursday or Friday evenings prior to the performance
as outlined in the table above.

Off-site Rehearsal Venues


Offsite rehearsal venues include St. Giles Church large and small size venues,
Community Hall, Brownie Hall and the Greenwich Snr Citizen Hall.

Revue Coordination


A Revue Coordination / Briefing Meeting will be held in early November for all Team
Captains and Revue Leaders to answer any questions and to avoid misunderstandings.

Staging, Audio and Lighting




A covered stage with lighting will include:
o Stage marquee (10m wide x 9m deep x 3.0m high opening, 3 white walls, black
drape backdrop to rear wall),
o Stage (9m wide x 7.2 deep x 0.9 high);
o 4 sets of stairs @1.2m wide x 0.9 high (2 each side of the tent located centre
stage); and
o a sound & lighting control tent (3m x 3m).
Audio and lighting is shown in the extract from the audio and lighting equipment
quotation provided below.

Power


Power will be supplied from the Kiosk (Voula’s Place) immediately to the rear of the
stage, via (2 x 3 Phase 62Amp outlets + 10Amp GPOs). MicroHire will reticulate the
power to the stage area for lighting and sound equipment.

Restrictions



Power outlets will be available at the rear of the stage, but all teams have the same
staging facilities. This is to ensure a level-playing-field.
It is permissible to connect music reproduction equipment, in addition to that
supplied. (e.g. MP3 players)

Audience Facilities





The audience will be seated on the ground in front of the stage, although chairs will be
permitted around the outside of the audience area. No chairs in front of lighting/
sound tower, only blankets. Chairs can be set up behind. If possible an aisle to be left
– ground markings provided - food vendor queues to be separated from sitting areas.
A revue program will be provided online on the GVG website.
The Revue will be videoed and uploaded to YouTube.
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Judging


















Each team will nominate a Judge
The nominated Judge is not required to be a member of your Team
Judging per revue performance will be by 7 of the 8 Judges. No team judge may enter
a score for his/her team’s performance.
Scoring is to be as per the scoring tables below.
The highest and lowest scores awarded by the panel will be removed before the final
scores are calculated by dividing the total points by the number of active judges. Thus,
on an eight team model, there would be five active judges from the team panel.
There is also a requirement for each team to include the key word. Negative points
will be awarded for failure to include the element.
The event must run to a strict timetable – to be managed by the Stage Manager
(Richard Hawkins). Teams have 10 minutes performance time, plus 5 minutes to
“bump in” and 5 minutes to “bump out”. Points deducted for delays beyond these
times.
During the bump-in / bump-out periods a fill in act will entertain the audience – 2012
was Damien Boyd and Simon MacDonald as a Les Patterson and Dame Edna Everidge
double act.
Scoring templates will be provided for the panel to record their scores. The
chairperson will have a laptop to enter the official scores into a pre-prepared
spreadsheet, which will automate the process of eliminating the highest and lowest
scores and calculating the average.
The scoring rubric will be published as part of the program for the evening, so that the
audience is fully informed of the process.
The judges may adjust the scores they allocate for an item once they have seen other
performances, but will need to do so in consultation with the chairperson who will
have already recorded the initial scores.
Only the first three places will be announced in the final wrap up.
There will not be progressive results provided to the audience.
(Note that there is a possibility that a “Eurovision” style scoring may be used to
increase the entertainment value of the scoring.

In addition to the main team award there may be supplementary awards for standout
performances (at the discretion of the judges and the Chairperson) … some suggestions
below:
 Best singer
 Best dancer
 Best acrobatics
 Best adapted song
 Best Bloke in a Dress Award
Captains are responsible for leaving the stage in a safe state for the subsequent performers.
For example, groups that use bubbles or water in any form, must ensure the stage is mopped.
Performers wearing microphones must hand them over to the next team quickly.
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Scoring
The panel judges will allocate points according to the following:
The performance must be a “REVUE – a light theatrical entertainment consisting of a series of short
sketches, songs, and dances, typically dealing satirically with topical issues.”
Scoring Category
Content/theme

Presentation
Performance

Team Inclusiveness

Criteria
Consideration of cleverness of plot or theme, witty
dialogue, choice of songs and adaptation of lyrics.
5 points deducted if theme word not included.
Consideration of effort expended in costumes and
scenery, use of lighting and props
Consideration of the quality of the singing, acting,
dancing, acrobatics, etc. of the performers on the
stage.
Consideration of participation by different age groups
from within the team

Total



Maximum
Points
20

20
20

10
70

The Organising Committee will provide a chairperson for the scoring panel who will be
responsible for assisting the panel members and collating the scores. They will determine
which are the lowest and highest scores to be discarded, sum the remaining five scores
for a total out of 350, then divide by 5 for an average total out of 70. The chairperson will
be the official timekeeper and will allocate scores for the following two categories, which
would bring each score to a total out of 100.
Scoring Category
Adherence to Time
Adherence to program
and safety rules

Total

Criteria
Maximum Points
2 Points deducted for each 30 seconds (or
20
part thereof) over time
Based on stage manager’s report of team
10
interaction with technicians and
handover between items – points only to
be deducted for significant breaches.
30

Note that all teams should achieve a full score of 30 for these categories if they are
within time and have acted in a considerate manner.
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Revue Risk Management Plan
The following Risk Management Plan outlines the proposed approach to risk
management for the Revue.
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Stage Diagram

(Disregard banner notations)
Event Map
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Event 14 – Swim Relay

Organised by: Anarchists

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

24 per team
8 stop watches
None
Lane Cove Pool – OC Event Manager to make
arrangements and confirm with Lane Cove Pool
Management on Friday prior to event
8 time keepers, 1 starter, 4 referees (2 at each end of
pool)
Event should take around 30 minutes
30 Minutes to allow teams to gather and pre-event
briefing
None
Standard
8 roped-off lanes in pool
Check table below for other requirements
Lane Cove Aquatic Leisure Centre
N/A

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
4

13 to
15
4

16 to
19
4

20 to
39
6

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+

TOTAL*

24

Roles
Team Captain
Event Leader

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event
Smooth running of the event in the spirit of
the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the
Wardens
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison
with the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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Denis Karp
0418 184 062
Nicole Mills
0438 276 237

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
This event will be a freestyle relay race, with each participant covering one lap of the 50m pool, and
the following swimmers not being permitted to start until the previous swimmer touches the pool
end.
Each competitor may only swim one leg, with legs run in order of age group, youngest to oldest.
The Relay is timed from the discharge of the starter’s gun until the time when the final participant in
a team touches the end of the pool on completion of the final lap.
Placings will be determined by recorded times, and in the event of a dispute, the referees’ decision
at the finishing end of the pool will be final.
For early starts, a referee will apply a 5 second penalty for each violation.

Lane Allocation
Team

Lane

Anarchists

4

Builders

7

Commerce

1

Engineers

2

Governors

6

Heroes

5

Natives

3

Tribe

8

Risks & Treatments


Swimmers may experience difficulty in the water

Action
Arrange at least two Lane Cove
Pool staff with life guard
experience to be present for the
event
Team supporters adequately
separated from marshals and
participants

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
OC Event Manager

Prior to event

Event Leader

Event Venue
Lane Cove Aquatic Leisure Centre
2 Little Street, Lane Cove
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Event 15 - Paper Plane Throwing

Organised by: Builders

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration

Setup Time

Dismantle Time

GVG points scoring
Additional needs

Venue
Map Reference

16 per team
4 dry trestle tables
25 sheets each of 8 different colours A4 80gsm paper
10+ m of masking tape to mark the throwing area on the stage
Small tape measure (5-10m)
Chequered flag
8 paper weights (to stop paper blowing away)
11 pencils (8 + 3 spares for wristband checking)
2 x garbage bags for used paper/scraps – one on stage, one on
the field
1 measuring peg, and mallet to hammer into the ground
16 team flags on spikes (2 each)
1 x long measuring tape (say, up to 40 metres?)
Mobile phone stopwatch to time plane construction.
Equipment to cordon off the throwing area 2 sides approx. 3040m
Signs to be stuck on each table with the team name/colour to
indicate who constructs where.
PA equipment to play music (?)
None
None
Event Leader plus 10 marshals (to be selected from the team)
Estimated 70 minutes.
(First 5 mins checking wristbands, 5 mins for first competitors to
get folding – allow 7 mins per throwing round for marshalling,
throwing and measurements if needed.)
20 minutes overall.
- 20 minutes to obtain tables, move and setup, lay out and
masking tape out the throwing box
- 5 mins to paper, signs and paper weights etc.
- Hammer in measuring peg
- 10 mins to cordon off, obtain flag spikes, tape measure and
position marshals
15 minutes overall
- Measure the longest, winning throw
- Write down the names of the longest throws from each team
- Pack up and move tables, ropes, return spikes etc.
Standard
Use main stage to throw from.
Ensure a clear space in front of the stage with no interference
during this event. Needs to be cordoned off.
Suggest any competitors in the canoe race or waling relay
should throw in the first couple of rounds.
Gore Creek oval
Area E (Stage)
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Participant Matrix
9 to 10

11 to
12

4

2

≤8
2

13 to
15

16 to
19

20 to
39

40 to
49

50 to
59

6

60+

TOTAL*

2

16

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG.
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Marshalls
OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Builders
Jon Tindall
0414 586 511
Anne Marie Sirca
M 0412 489 700

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Fiona Ell
0402 012 010
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Rules
The winner of this event is the team that throws their plane the furthest from the stage. Any
team can win, right down to the last throw.
The event will be run in 8 rounds with 16 throwers per round, 2 per team comprised of
random mixed ages and teams.
Each competitor throws individually from the throwing area box.
On the stage, there will be a rectangular throwing box area established using masking tape
2 metres from the centre front, 3 metres wide and 2 metres deep.
Competitors must throw their plane from inside this area. The 2 metre depth allows for a
small ‘run-up’ if required. However, if more than a competitor’s toes cross the rope line
nearest to the edge of the stage, their throw will be disqualified. This will be monitored by
one of the stage marshals.
Competitors wait while the field marshals assess if that team’s throw was longer than a
throw from a previous team member. If longer, the marshals move the team flag to the
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location of the new throw, spiking the flag through the plane (so at the end we know who
threw the longest plane). If shorter, no flag is placed. If it is too close to tell by eye, the
marshals will place a secondary team flag at the position of the new throw then measure
the distance of each plane’s flight and leave only 1 team flag at the longest throw’s
location, spiking the plane.
The distance measured will be taken from the measuring peg at the base of the stage,
centred on the throwing box area, to the centre of the “nose” of the plane, regardless of
which direction the plane is pointing in after it has landed.
If the plane lands outside of the cordoned sideline areas, it is disqualified from
measurement, unless if it hits a spectator and lands back inside. If the plane lands past the
end line of the cordoned off area (parallel to the stage) it is measured to its final landing
position on the ground amongst the crowd.
The Event Leader will signal the next thrower to begin with a flag. The next thrower has a
max of 10 seconds to throw their plane once in the throwing box.
Once all 16 competitors have completed their throws, and the field marshals have
completed all measuring, a marshal will direct any remaining competitors off the stage. A
field marshal will collect all planes from the ground and dispose of them.
A stage marshal will then gather the next round of 16 competitors (2 per team) to queue to
the rear side of the throwing box area in throwing order.

Plane construction
There will be 4 trestle tables setup at the rear of the stage for each group of 16 competitors
to construct their planes (this means 4 people share each table). The paper plane must be
made at the tables by the throwers themselves (not parents), and cannot be preconstructed prior to the event. Each group of 16 has a maximum of 5 minutes to construct
their secret weapon. A stage marshal will time this. Any planes not completed within the
timeframe can still be thrown as is.
Despite there being an allocated colour for each team, each competitor should write their
name on their plane so at the end we know who made the longest throw in each team.
It is recommended that competitors memorise their designs as no books, cheat sheets,
instructions, phones or other electronic devices can be used as a reference for building on
the day. Competitors are not allowed to use anything but the paper provided i.e. no glue,
paper clips, tape, weights etc., are permitted.
Each plane is to be made from 1 sheet of A4 80gsm coloured paper. The colour used will
be kept confidential up until the start of the event, such that no planes can be made outside
the competition area. The table marshals are to monitor adherence to the rules, and
reserve the right to check/examine any plane in question.
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Re-throws
Each competitor gets one throw to do their best. Re-throws will only be allowed in the
following circumstances:
 The plane’s flight (or otherwise) is interfered with/disrupted within the cordoned off
area e.g. hits a marshal, and A360 in the sky, or someone running across etc. The
exception to this is where a landing plane hits/touches a flag or another plane – in
this case the throw is valid.
 The plane doesn’t make it off the stage (which may occur with younger competitors)
 The thrower was touched by another competitor on the stage during his/her turn
such that it impeded the throw
In each case, the same plane must be used for the re-throw, damaged, wet or not.
Re-throws will not be awarded for:
 Planes landing outside the cordoned sidelines area
 Planes touching flags or other planes when landing/close to the ground
 Failure to make a “successful” throw
 Wind blowing plans off course
 Rain interference

Scoring
Standard. Ties will receive split points.

Team Order
Groups of 16 throwers (two from each team) will be brought forward to throw in each
round. The order of throwing is as follows:
Team

Order

Anarchists

3

Builders

1

Commerce

7

Engineers

5

Governators

6

Heroes

8

Natives

2

Tribe

4
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Marshalls
 There will be 10 marshals for this event, plus the Event Leader (of which 8 will check
team wristbands at the start of the event before taking up their positions). As this is
a new event, we have erred on the side of caution to add sufficient marshals for
smooth running of the event, subject to review for the next quadrennial.
 The Event Leader will ensure the competitors stand in the throwing box and watch
for toes crossing the line (and potential disqualification) and manage safety/risk
factors. The Event Leader will also announce the winning team, the name of the
person whose plane it was and the winning distance
 5 stage marshals:
o 1 stage marshal shall be allocated to crowd control of the 128 competitors
waiting at the rear of the stage for their turn.
o 2 stage marshals will be stationed at the folding tables to supervise
construction/paper colours, naming of planes and adherence to the rules. 1 of
those marshals will time the 5 minute construction period limit. They will then
gather the next group of 16 (2 per team) to line up behind the tables ready to
start once the previous group have moved into the throwing queue.
o 1 stage marshal will supervise the throwing queue, check all planes for
adherence to the rules and keep time for the 10 second throwing limit once a
competitor is standing in the throwing box.
o 1 stage marshal will manage the group of competitors who have already
thrown their plane, ensure safety (not falling off the stage) and ensure they all
exit the stage when their round is complete.
 4 field marshals:
o 1 field marshal to manage prompt flagging of new throws, remove flags from
shorter throws and spike the planes of the longest new throw
o 1 field marshal to stand at the central measuring peg to ensure it remains
upright and hold the beginning of the measuring tape.
o 1 field marshal to be at the end of the measuring tape to measure the
distance of the throw if it looks like it exceeds the previous longest distance
for that team.
o 1 field marshal to manage crows control out of the cordoned off landing area,
and collect up planes thrown after each heat.

Risks & Treatments





Windy conditions may cause the event to be compromised, postponed or cancelled
May be rained out if planes get wet
Person being hit in the eye/face by a plane
Someone falling off the stage
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Action
Winds
- Announce event postponement or
cancellation
- Else if the event is still held, the 15 second
throwing rule still applies, wind gusts or not

When
Before & during event

Responsibility
Event organiser

Rain
- Ensure trestle tables are out of the rain
- Ensure paper remains dry
- Announce event postponement or
cancellation.

Before & during event

Event organiser

Audience to be kept at a safe distance from
throwing zone.

Before & during event

Field Marshalls

Someone falling off the stage
- Ensure 2 metre set back is adhered to
- Verbally remind competitors at the beginning
of each round about throwing from within the
rope lines and to be careful about the edge
of the stage

Before & during the
event

Event organiser
Stage marshals
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Event Setup
The following diagram indicates the setup for this event.

Event Venue
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Event 16 - Canoe Relay

Organised by: Tribe

Logistics
Number of participants

18 per Team. Age limit 15 – 65. 1 male, 1 female each age
category accept 20 – 40 which can have 6 female & 6
male.

Equipment by GVG OC

Hire of 8 x three Man Canoes (Bushman)
Hire of 24 Lifejackets, 3 small, 6 medium, 15 large
1 Rescue/Support power boats.
Maritime License

Equipment by organising
team:

Flags, Anchor Posts, rope
Carpet for covering rock points.
Organise one practice per Team 1 week before GVG
with loan canoes (Scouts).
CB Radio for support boat

Third Party involvement
(Hire, Licenses, etc)

Maritime License
Canoe Hire Company, South Coast Safaris
Flying Squadron Authorisation
Rescue Vessel Agreement

Event organisation

Event Leader : Dennise Terry
2 Wardens at Start, 8 Marshalls
2 Safety Wardens on support boat WITH FIRST AID
QUALIFICATIONS

Duration

Event takes no more than 2 hours

Setup Time

30 Minutes to get canoes in water and anchor the carpet to
the rocks with starting posts and flags positioned.

Dismantle Time

30 minutes to remove vessels from water, remove
carpet,posts and Flags.

GVG points scoring

Standard, the first Team to complete the last canoe across
the Finish line is deemed first, then on to last.

Additional needs

2 stakes and rope to anchor canoes (OC)
Flags to mark order on start line (teams)
2 Buoys as Rounding Points for Relay (Flying Squadron)

Risk Management

Check table below for other requirements

Venue
Map Reference

Gore Creek Foreshore and Bay.
39 deg 49’S 151deg 10’E

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
40
12

40 to
65
2

TOTAL*
18

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution.
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Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary resources to run
the event: 8 x 3 Man Canoes, 24 x Lifejackets, 1 x
Support Vessel

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the GVG
Explain rules and safety procedures at a meeting to be
held with all Team participants the week before the Event.
A short recap will be held one hour before the start of
race.
Provide the Event Summary to the OC
Site preparation & risk mitigation
License Agreements completed with Maritime Services,
Flying Squadron support boat and agreement.
Hire of Canoes
3 safety crew.

Safety Crew

Marshalls

Wardens

OC Equipment Officer
OC Event Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Safety & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Ensure all Lifejackets secured on participants correctly
Ensure all participants have covered and appropriate
shoes. Record names and ages of teams.
To place carpet securely on wall.
Anchor posts and rope as finishing line.
Place team flags along rope.
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the Event
Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule interpretation if
Event Leader is not able to resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Bede Thompson
0401 077 210
James Burton
0408 772 071
Dennise Terry
Hughes
0408 304 000

Don Ridley
John Veale
(Greenwich Flying
Squadron)
Dr Kath Keenan
8 x Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader

TBA

Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Michael Armati
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Rules
Competitors to meet at 9.30am at OC tent for briefing, to begin Race at 10.30am Sunday.
All competitors to have appropriate foot covering.
Timing of the race is scheduled between High tide (5.30am) and Low tide (12.30pm) to
avoid crews having to cover excessive distance over mudflats.
The event will run as a standard relay with each team being allocated one, 3 man canoe
and 3 paddles with life jackets. Lanes allocation to be confirmed.
The composition of each canoe is at the discretion of the team, within the confines of the
age group requirements. However, it is recommended that younger ages are paired with
older ages. All eight canoes will leave at the same time. The Canoes will start at Gore
Creek and proceed into the bay where each canoe is required to proceed around each of
the Buoys, returning to the rock wall area to hand over their canoe to the next participants.
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The team that crosses the finish line and takes the team flag off the rope wins 1 st place and
so on to 2nd, 3rd and down to 8th place.
Risks & Treatments






High Winds
Capsizing of a Canoe
Other vessels (non GVG) interrupt route and create possible hazard to Canoes
Oyster cuts

Action
High winds above 25knots will require
cancellation of event.
Support power boat and crew to
assist.
Bay St Flying Squadron to be notified
of timing in Agreement
Place carpet near sea- wall enrty /
exit point

When
One hour prior to start

Responsibility
Event leader

Immediately

Support Crew

+Conditions of Agreement
with Flying Squadron
Before start

GVG OC
Event Leader
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 17 – Walking Relay

Organised by: Natives

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

20 per team refer table for male/female/age mix
One baton per team
String fencing
Three stop watches
Forms for recording finishers
None

Event Leader, Judging Team and Crowd Control (see roles
below)
Event takes 60 minutes
30 minutes to create fenced cordon around track,
15 minutes to take down fence (if not being used by running
race)
Standard
None
Check table below for other requirements
Circular track around Gore Creek oval inside of tents. Briefing
and start from corner nearest water (position F)
Area F and B (Oval Circuit)

Participant Matrix
≤ 10
2*

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+
2

TOTAL*

20

* Children less than 8 should be mature enough to understand the walk only rules.

Roles
Team Captain

Event Leader

Judges

Organise participants in the right age categories
and ensure all team members understand the
rules.
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Train judges
Explain rules to all participants at the start of the
event
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
 Chief Judge x 3 – Assessing compliance
with the rule
 Assistant Judge x3 – Administrating
penalties
 Time Keeper x3 – Counting five second
penalties.
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Michael Ryland
0419192 727
Tim Kannegieter
0407 29 570

Selected from the
organising team by the
Event Leader
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Crowd Control
Marshals

Two people at each access point to control the
public wishing to cross the track. Total 8 people.

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

OC Event Manager

Selected from the
organising team by the
Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Kirsty Oliver
0421 648 132.
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Instructions
Briefing
A briefing will take place at 11:15am on Sunday in the car park next to Area F. The briefing
will reinforce the walking rule (below) and explain the procedure for penalties (see
Procedures below) should anyone be judged as running. After the briefing, all male
participants will walk across to oval to Area B.
Rule
Only walking is permitted. Walking is defined as having one foot on the ground at all times.
Procedures
The event will start at Position F using the starting line-up below. Each participant will walk
half a lap of the oval and pass on the team baton to the next walker in the order indicated
in the Age Groups table below. The baton must be passed within the marked transition
boxes at positions F and B.
Judges will be located at three positions around the course. If the chief judge at any
position judges a participant is running, the assistant judge will raise a flag, point at the
offending participant, and verbally call “Penalty, stand by me”. The participant must follow
the instruction. As soon as the participant is standing next to the assistant judge, a time
keeper will commence counting a 5 second penalty period. At the end of 5 seconds, the
time keeper will point to the offender and call “Clear to walk on”. If any participant does not
follow the instruction of the judges, the team will be disqualified and take equal last place
with any other disqualified teams.
Points will be allocated to teams in order of finishing.
Age Groups
The age groups from each team will walk in the same order set out below:
Area F

Area B

1st

Female: <10

2nd

Male: <10

3rd

Female: 10-14

4th

Male: 10-14

5th

Female: 15-19

6th

Male: 15-19

7th

Female: 20-39 (Open)

8th

Male: 20-39 (Open)

9th

Female: 20-39 (Open)

10th

Male: 20-39 (Open)

11th

Female: 20-39 (Open)

12th

Male: 20-39 (Open)
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13th

Female: 20-39 (Open)

14th

Male: 20-39 (Open)

15th

Female: 40-49

16th

Male: 40-49

17th

Female: 50-59

18th

Male: 50-59

19th

Female: 60+

20th

Male: 60+

Starting Line-up
The line will be angled to ensure equal distance to the first turn on the track. Number one
will be on the inside through to number 8 on the outside.
Team

Order

Anarchists

3

Builders

5

Commerce

7

Engineers

4

Governators

2

Heroes

6

Natives

8

Tribe

1

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players by string fencing.

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Crowd control people at crossing points to
ensure there are no collisions

Event Venue
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Event 18 – Running Relay

Organised by: Governators

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation

16 per team
8 relay batons
8 sashes (to be used to decide who is next)
Track cordon/rope to establish running circuit TBA
Start/stop
8 stopwatches/mobile phones
8 clipboards
Starting gun
Banner to indicate each team
None
None
Event Leader
4 circuit Marshalls
8 Marshalls to verify teams

Duration
Setup Time

Event takes 30 minutes to run
Track already established

Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Depends on the other event (walking)
Standard
Starting line for each team
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval carpark
Area D (Oval Circuit)

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
10

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60 +

Total
22

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands

Marshalls
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John Erasmus
0404 312 280
Paul Collins
0402 356 990

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
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OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

OC Event Manager

Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Regan Bull
04??
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Rules
The event is a relay race with the baton being handed from one participant to another on
the way to the finish. The route will be a circuit defined on the Oval and cover 16 legs. The
marshalling area is in the carpark.
The event will be run entirely at Gore Creek. There will be 1 changeover point.
All competitors must be in place at the start of their leg at least 10 minutes before the race
starts.
Each competitor must register with his/her Leg Marshall before they compete.
Each team will have a dedicated Marshall who will verify the next competitor and therefore
the participation of all 16 participants.
Marshalls will record the name, age and gender of each competitor on the “Marshalling
Grid” and return that sheet to the official tent as soon as possible after the running relay.
Marshall will record the final time and position for each team.
The age groups from each team will walk in the same order set out below:
Order

Participants

Order

Participants

1

Male: 16-19

9th

Male: 50-59

2nd

Female: 16-19

10th

Female: 50-59

3rd

Male: 20-39

11th

Male: 9-10

4th

Female: 20-39

12th

Female: 9-10

5th

Male: 20-39

13th

Male: 11-12

6th

Female: 20-39

14th

Female: 11-12

7th

Male: 40-49

15th

Male: 13-15

8th

Female: 40-49

16th

Female: 13-15

st
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Starting Line-up (from inside to outside)
Team
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

Order
5
4
6
1
3
7
8
2

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 19 – Slow Cycle Race

Organised by: Natives

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Third Party involvement
(Hire, Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

16 per team
Phone for stopwatch
8 bicycles – all same (Boris style) , helmets
Event Leader plus 8 marshalls
Estimated 45 minutes
15 minutes to get bikes from storage
15 minutes to return bike to storage
Standard
Event to run in the lanes. Need to be 1.5 metre wide min. Starting line
and finishing line for each team. Distance 20metres
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
Area B

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
12

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+

TOTAL
*
20

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Ensure Event Leader has the necessary resources to run
Natives
the event
Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game Provide the Event Annabelle Burley 0408
Event Leader
Summary to the Marshalls Site preparation & risk
628 476
mitigation
Selected from the team
Marshalls
Scoring & compliance with the rules Check wristbands
by the Event Leader
OC Equipment Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the Event
Peter Walton 0418 286
Officer
Leader
875
OC Event
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule interpretation if
Mark Merrick 0403 132
Adjudicator
Event Leader is not able to resolve
132
OC Event
Mark Merrick 0403 132
GVG event management and adjudication
Manager
132
Team Captain

Rules
The event will run in 1 race using the eight lanes in relay style. The aim is to cycle as
slowly as possible along the allocated distance. The team is divided into 2 with riders at
opposite ends of the lanes.
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Riders must always maintain a forward motion (no standing still), ride within their allocated
lane and no part of their body can touch the ground. One error is allowed per rider for
enjoyment and fairness before bikes have to be given to the next participant.
If riders breach any of the conditions, the Marshall will take the bicycle as quickly as
possible and walk it at a brisk walking pace to the next rider. There is a maximum of 10
seconds for change over between riders.
The competition is over when the last team rider’s front wheel crosses the line.
Lane allocation (from left to right)
Team
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

Order
6
1
3
5
7
8
2
4

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 20 - Football Skills

Organised by: Engineers

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)

Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

16 per team
Two large portable goals with net
Two small kids goals with net (flat pack)
Twelve orange poles
Fourteen yellow cones
Two size 5 balls plus 1 spare
Two climbable cyclone fences (1m high)
Four foam mats
Two stopwatches
Starting gun/loudspeaker
Two coloured sashes (for 1st contestant in team)
Football boots with studs preferred
Goals, poles, cones and balls to be sourced from Greenwich
Sports Club.
Cyclone fences sourced from Kennards Hire
Foam mats
Event Leader plus 6 marshalls (to be selected from the team)
Event takes 90 minutes to run inclusive of 5-minute changeover
60 Minutes to setup nets, fences and course
30 minutes to secure equipment
Standard
Starting line for each team
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
Area A

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+

TOTAL
*
16

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain
Event Leader

Marshalls
OC Equipment

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event
Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Timing & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
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Engineers
Brett Haywood
0403 566 395

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
Peter Walton
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Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

0418 286 875
Stephen Shephard
0416 063 584
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Rules
The event will run in 4 heats with 2 teams competing in each heat. The aim is for the team
to complete the course in minimum time, one lap per contestant in a relay. The team with
the lowest overall time is declared winner of the event, each other team is ranked in order
of increasing elapsed time.
Each team queues separately at the start line of their course and the first contestant has
the ball. The first contestant starts simultaneously with that of the other team and each
completes identical and separate courses. Time starts when the event leader signals
commencement of the heat, the first contestant may then begin the course. On completion,
the ball is passed to the next contestant and only then can they commence. The completed
contestant goes to the end of the queue. Time stops when all from the team have
completed the course and the first contestant receives the ball at the head of the queue,
with the ball coming to rest on the start line.
The course is divided into three separate sections, each of which must be completed
successfully to progress to the next. The same ball stays with the competitor for the entire
course and it must be passed to the next competitor on completion.
The first section is a dribble around poles, slalom style, with a goal shot at the end. The
competitor must dribble the ball between a row five poles and then strike the ball from
behind a pair of cones; the target is a large goal. To successfully complete this section, the
ball must be dribbled between the poles and enter the goals when struck. The marshal for
the section must be satisfied with completion before progressing to the next. The
competitor retrieves the ball from the net and takes it to the next section. If the competitor
misses, then they repeat the event.
The second section, is a fence climb and throw in. The competitor must jump a fence (they
may throw the ball over) and then perform a legal throw with the ball entering the small
goal. For a legal throw the competitor must have both feet on the ground, stand behind two
cones and throw the ball with both hands starting from behind the head. To successfully
complete the stage, the ball must enter the small goals. The marshal for the section must
be satisfied with completion before progressing to the next. The competitor retrieves the
ball from the net and takes it to the next section. If the competitor misses, then they repeat
the event.
The final section, is a sprint whilst controlling the ball around a series of poles and long
pass to the next competitor. To successfully complete the section, the competitor must
pass the ball from behind a pair of cones. The next competitor may retrieve it if the pass
was not accurate, but must place the ball and have it at rest on the ground on the starting
line before commencing the course.
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Heats
Heat 1:
Heat 2 :
Heat 3 :
Heat 4 :

Natives
Engineers
Governors
Builders

&
&
&
&

Heroes
Anarchists
Commerce
Tribe

Large Goals

Small Goals

Throw

Fence
Goal Shot

Long Pass
Post Dribble

Sprint Dribble

Start/Finish line

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players
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When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader
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Event Venue
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Event 21 - Captain Ball

Organised by:

Builders

Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

34 per team

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation

None

Duration

Event takes 45 minutes to run inclusive of 5-minute changeover
and 5 minutes contingency
30 minutes to create cordon,
15 minutes
Standard

16 netballs, 16 stop watches, 16 sashes

Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Event Leader plus 16 Marshalls (to be selected from team)

Parallel line markings at 2 and 8 metres
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
Area C

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10
4

11 to
12
4

13 to
15
4

16 to
19
4

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
4

50 to
59
6

60+
4

TOTAL*
34

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain
Event Leader

Marshalls
OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event
Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with
the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication
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Builders
Sue Procopio
0402 856 956

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Richard Hawkins
0418 165 063
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
Captain Ball will be held in marked area. The teams will be located on an arc around the
starter. Each team will have a timer. Each team fields two squads – make-up is
discretionary as to gender and/or age-groups so long as each squad has 17 members.
Team captain starts as ‘Thrower’ at 0m mark (wearing a coloured sash). First catcher starts
at 2m mark, and other 16 team members line up between 2m and 8m marks. The last team
member (No 16) must be behind the 8m line.
After the start gun sounds, the "Thrower" throws the ball to each squad member in turn,
with the receivers returning the ball and then crouching down. When the last receiver
catches the ball (behind the 8m mark), he/she runs down the right hand side of the squad
to occupy the thrower's position. The previous thrower moves to the 2m mark to become
the first receiver and all other players move back a space with the last in line moving
behind the 8m mark.
This cycle is repeated until the first thrower has advanced behind the 8m mark, receives
the ball in the normal sequence, then runs down the right hand side of the squad to the 0m
mark to finish the game. The squad is timed from the gun to the moment the first thrower
returns to the 0m mark.
The second squad from each team will play in the same fashion and be timed.
The winner will be the team with the lowest combined times.

Other Rules:








Each receiver must catch their own ball, not helped by any others.
If a receiver does not catch the ball, only they can retrieve it. They must return to
their spot before throwing it back.
If the thrower misses a return, only they can retrieve it. They must return to the 0m
mark before throwing again.
If the throw to the last person falls short, they cannot come forward to pick it up. The
thrower must come forward and collect it and throw it to them from anywhere in
their lane.
If the ball goes into the crowd, spectators are asked to leave the ball on the ground
for the players to retrieve it on their own.
Receivers are encouraged to bunch up when they crouch down, but must remain
within their lanes and leave room for the last receivers to run to the front.
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Starting position (clockwise from closest to stage)
Team

Order

Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

8
5
6
3
7
4
2
1

Risk & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from
players
Spectators asked to leave any stray balls for the
players to retrieve

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Prior to event

Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 22 – Medley Relay

Organised by: Commerce

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

18 per team
8 netballs each marked with a team’s name and/or colour
8 sacks
32 stockings for leg ties
24 Eggs and 8 Spoons

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation

None

Duration

Event takes 45 minutes to run inclusive of 5-minute changeover
and 5-minutes contingency
30 minutes to create cordon,
15 minutes
Standard
Marked out 8-lane 50 metre track
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
Area A

Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Event Leader plus 16 Marshalls (to be selected from team)

Participant Matrix
≤8
2

9 to
10
2

11 to
12
2

13 to
15
2

16 to
19
2

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
2

50 to
59
2

60+

TOTAL*
18

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the
GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Marshalls
OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager
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Commerce
Ray Karslake
0413 021 737
Michael Brink
0418 657 183

Selected from the team
by the Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Craig Stafford
0438 842 700
Mark Merrick
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0403 132 132

Rules
The event is a relay race with a netball acting as a baton being handed from one
participant to another on the way to the finish. The 16 legs are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Sack race
Sack race
Backwards running
Backwards running
3 legged race
3 legged race
Egg & spoon
Egg & spoon
Forward jumping
Forward jumping
Piggy-back
50m dash
Piggy-back
50m dash
Piggy-back
50m dash

(competitor 1)
(competitor 2)
(competitor 3)
(competitor 4)
(competitors 5 & 6)
(competitors 7 & 8)
(competitor 9)
(competitor 10
(competitor 11)
(competitor 12)
(competitors 13 & 14)
(competitor 14)
(competitors 15 & 16)
(competitor 16)
(competitor 17 & 18)
(competitor 18)

Twelve of the team members (Competitors 1&3, 5&6, 9&11, 13&14, 15&16, 17&18) line-up
behind the start/finish end with the remaining six at the other end (2, 4, 7&8, 10, 12). A
Marshall will be stationed at each end for each team.
In all cases team members must not start their leg until the previous team member has
crossed the end of the track and handed the netball to them. The netball (the baton) must
be handed to the next competitor (not thrown) at the end of each leg. If a Marshall detects
that this rule is broken they will call the starting team member back until the finishing team
member has correctly completed his/her leg. Any team that does not satisfactorily respond
to the Marshall’s call will lose one point for each incident.
For the sack race legs, the team members can be in their sacks before the start of their leg.
The netball baton may be carried in the sack or in the team member’s hands.
For the three-legged race the team members must have their ankles satisfactorily tied
together with an elastic leg tie before the start of the race.
For Legs 7 and 8 (the egg and spoon) if any egg breaks, the competitor must return to the
end from which he/she started to retrieve another egg, and start that leg again. If, however,
an egg is dropped but not broken, the competitor may retrieve the egg, and continue.
Spoons must be held with one hand only, by their stems. A spoon may not be held in the
palm. A marshal may direct a leg be restarted if this rule is breached. A one-point penalty
per incident will also apply for failure to observe a direction to restart.
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The forward-jumping team member must have his/her ankles satisfactorily tied together
with an elastic leg tie before the start of the race.
For the Piggy Back legs, the competitor who is carried in the piggy-back must run the
immediately- following 50m dash (legs 14, 16 and 18).
The winning order will be determined by the finishing order on completion of the course. In
the case of a tie, points will be split. A point will be deducted for each infringement.

Lane allocation
Team
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

Lane
2
1
6
8
7
3
5
4

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 23 – Goanna Egg Throw

Organised by: Heroes

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

30 per team
12 eggs per team = 96 eggs in total
8 witches’ hats to mark metre lines
8 baskets to hold eggs for each team
8 coloured sashes (for 1st member in team)
paper towel to clear up broken eggs on the ground
Plastic sacks to protect against egg mess (if desired)
damp cloth to wipe up egg mess
None
Event Leader plus 8 marshalls (one per team)
Event takes 50 minutes to run inclusive of 5-minutes
contingency
20 minutes to create cordon; place witches’ hats; distribute eggs
into baskets
15 minutes clean up; collect witches’ hats
Standard
Baseline plus marker lines at 4m, 6m, 8m, 10m, 12m marked on
grass
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
Area B

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12
4

13 to
15
4

16 to
19
4

20 to
39
4

40 to
49
4

50 to
59
6

60+
4

TOTAL*

30

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary resources
to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event

Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the
Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule interpretation if
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Heroes
Ben Wilson
0407 966 083
Dan Brilliant
0457 761 969

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Brendan Morse
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Adjudicator
OC Event
Manager

Event Leader is not able to resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

0414 890 463
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132

Set Up





Eggs are divided equally into the baskets (12 per team), which are then placed 25m
from the baseline
Witches hats are placed on the 4m line; the Marshalls start at this point, one for
each team
Sashes are placed on the baseline, one per team
Crowd cordon is set up around the playing area.

Rules
Each team stands on the baseline, spread across in alphabetical order, with about 1m
separation each side. The first team member of each team puts on the sash and all other
members line up behind them. Teams can line up in any order.
At the start, the first team member (wearing the sash) runs to the egg basket, collects an
egg and runs back to the first marked line (the 4m line marked by the witches’ hat). He/she
throws the egg to the next member in the team who is standing on the baseline. The
catcher then runs to the marked line, and throws the egg to the next member in the team
who is standing on the baseline. The thrower runs to the back of the line of team members.
The activity is repeated until the all team members have had a turn in throwing the egg
from the marked line. At this point the team member wearing the sash should be at the
front of the line, ready to catch the egg from the last thrower of the team. The marshall
shall verify that all the team has had a go at throwing/catching the egg, then move the
witches hat to the next marked line at 6m.
When this has been done, the first team member runs to the new marked line, throws the
egg to the next team member standing on the baseline, and the activity is repeated for all
team members. Once the team member wearing the sash gets to the front again, the
witches hat is moved to the marked line at 8m, and the activity repeated … and again for
the 10m and 12m lines.
When the first team member wearing the sash reaches the baseline for the 12m throw
stage, he/she catches the egg and runs to the finishing line, which is just beyond the egg
baskets. The finishing order of the teams is determined by the order in which teams cross
the finishing line. Any teams that fail to complete the 12m distance due to all eggs being
broken will be ranked by the distance at which the last witch’s hat is located.
If an egg breaks, regardless of whether it has crossed the baseline, the team member who
is the catcher must run to the egg basket to get a new egg, and return to the marked line to
throw to the next team member. If all eggs are broken, the team stops and their game is
over.
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The thrower must ensure his/her feet are behind the marked line when he/she throws the
egg. The catcher’s feet must be behind the baseline when the egg is thrown, but the
catcher can then move forward/back/sideways to catch the egg. No other team members
are allowed to touch the egg, other than the thrower and the catcher. If any of these rules
are broken then the marshall declares a foul throw, and the throw must be repeated with
the same catcher/thrower.
The event time limit is 20 minutes. If teams still have eggs then the team with the greatest
distance (in the first instance) and the largest number of throwers, will win. In the event
that teams complete all distances and participant throws then the fastest team to complete
will win.
Lane Allocation (from left to right)
Team
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

Order
8
3
6
2
1
7
5
4

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately
separated from players
Egg mess to be thoroughly cleaned
up from grass after the event (to
avoid slip risks)

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

After the event

Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 24 – 3 Legged Relay

Organised by: Tribe

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc.)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

40 per team 20 pairs
160 leg-ties
8 relay batons, 8 stop watches
None
None
Event Leader plus 8 marshalls (to be selected from the team)
Event takes 30 minutes to run
15 Minutes to give out leg ties and organise teams
10 minutes to collect equipment
Standard
None
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek Oval
Area A

Participant Matrix

≤8
4

9 to
10
4

11 to
12
4

13 to
15
4

16 to
19
4

20 to
39
6

40 to
49
4

50 to
59
6

60+
4

TOTAL*

40

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary resources to run
the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of the GVG
Explain rules at the start of the event
Provide the Event Summary to the Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Distribute leg ties and help participants tie them if
necessary
Organise the teams to divide in two and stand in orderly
lines at each end of the 50m track
Watch for falls or accidents
Converge on finish line towards the end of the event and
adjudicate team places
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison with the Event
Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule interpretation if
Event Leader is not able to resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event
Manager
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Tribe
Bede Thompson
0401 077 210
Katie McElvogue
0414 779 434

Selected from the
team by the
Event Leader

Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Richard Hawkins
0418 165 063
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
Relay race up and down a marked out 8 lane 50m track with subsequent teams members
waiting behind the start line and not allowed to commence running until the baton has been
handed over to them. Each pair runs with a leg-tie binding the participants together.
Each team consists of 20 pairs of runners with 10 pairs standing at each end of the track at
the beginning of the race.
Lane allocation
Team
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

Lane
5
7
3
1
4
8
2
6

Risks & Treatments
Action
Marshalls monitor position of fallen pairs and provide
assistance if necessary

When
During event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 25 – Tug of War

Organised by: Natives

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC

16 per team
Two long thick ropes
Barriers for crowd control.
Handkerchief marker
Rubber soled shoes recommended. No spikes or studs allowed.
Gloves allowed and encouraged.

Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement (Hire,
Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Event Leader plus 6 marshalls (to be selected from the team)
Estimated 60 minutes
10 Minutes to create cordon
10 minutes
Standard
Three parallel lines on grass (score lines 2.5metres either side
of centre line)
Check table below for other requirements
Gore Creek oval
See map below

Participant Matrix
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
15

16 to
19

20 to
39
8

40 to
49
6

50 to
59
2

60+

TOTAL*

16

* Teams to make a reasonable attempt to conform to this distribution with roughly equal male/female participation; ≤ 8 &
60+ at the Captain’s discretion

Roles
Team Captain

Ensure Event Leader has the necessary
resources to run the event

Event Leader

Smooth running of the event in the spirit of
the GVG
Explain rules at the start of each game
Provide the Event Summary to the
Marshalls
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules
Check wristbands
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison
with the Event Leader
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
interpretation if Event Leader is not able to
resolve
GVG event management and adjudication

Marshalls
OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event Manager
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Natives
Michael Ryland
0419 192 727
Annabelle Burley
0408 628 476

Selected from the team by
the Event Leader
Peter Walton
0418 286 875
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
Mark Merrick
0403 132 132
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Rules
Lines will be carefully marked on level ground with no apparent advantage to either end.
Teams will toss for choice of end and will “tug” only once each heat.
Usual Tug-o-War rules apply, with the “handkerchief” marker at the centre of rope starting
at central line and a team winning when it has pulled marker over its near-hand line.

How to Play
The centre of the rope should align with the centre marked on the ground. As soon as the
referee blows the whistle, each team can start pulling the rope into their territory. The
objective of the game is for each team to pull the rope along with the members of
opposition team to their side. As soon as the second mark on the rope from the centre red
mark crosses over to centre line, the team to pull the rope to their area wins the game.

Competition
The tug of war competition requires a judge. There are 3 different commands that the judge
gives to the players. The judge first announces “Pick up the rope”, he then says “Take the
string”, and finally he tells the players to “Pull”. Once the pull command is said out the
teams start pulling the rope. If a member of the team falls down that member is given a
caution. Each team is allowed two cautions before getting disqualified.

Fouls
There is a particular technique that needs to be applied while playing this game, if not then
there will be a foul which can call in for disqualifications. For e.g. lowering your elbow
below the knee level while pulling the rope is considered to be a foul and is called ‘locking’.
Touching the ground for a longer period of time is also considered as a foul.

Locking the Rope
No knots or loops shall be made in the rope, nor shall it be locked across any part of the
body of any member of the team. Crossing the rope over itself constitutes a loop. From the
start the rope shall be taut, every pulling member shall hold the rope with both bare hands
by the ordinary grip, i.e., the palms of both hands facing up, and the rope shall pass
between the body and the upper part of the arm. Any other hold which prevents the free
movement of the rope is a lock and is an infringement of the rules. The feet must be
extended forward of the knees and team members should be in the pulling position at all
times.
Anchor Man’s Grip
The end man shall be called the anchor man. The rope passes under one armpit,
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diagonally across the back and over the opposite shoulder from rear to front of the
anchor-man. We would suggest we simply utilise the loop in the rope for the anchor-man.
Round Order
Round

Teams

Teams

Determines

1

Governators

Engineers

2

Builders

Natives

3

Tribe

Heroes

4

Commerce

Anarchists

5

Loser of 1

Loser of 2

6

Loser of 3

Loser of 4

7

Winner of 1

Winner of 2

8

Winner of 3

Winner of 4

9

Loser of 5

Loser of 6

7th and 8th

10

Winner of 5

Winner of 6

5th and 6th

11

Loser of 7

Loser of 8

3rd and 4th

12

Winner of 7

Winner of 8

1st and 2nd

Risks & Treatments
Action
Team supporters adequately separated from players

When
Prior to event

Responsibility
Event Leader

Event Venue
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Event 26 - Scrabble

Master Puzzler: Lynne Spencer

Logistics
Number of participants
Equipment by GVG OC
Equipment by teams:
Third Party involvement
(Hire, Licenses, etc)
Event organisation
Duration
Setup Time
Dismantle Time
GVG points scoring
Additional needs
Risk Management
Venue
Map Reference

Open to all
Large Scrabble Board, 2 scrabble boards extra
letters, score sheet, blutac, calculator
Working paper
NA
Lynne Spencer, Captain & Event Leaders
6 Hours
NA
NA
normal
NA
NA
OC Tent
NA

Participant Matrix – Open to All
≤8

9 to
10

11 to
12

13 to
15

16 to
19

20 to
29

40 to
49

50 to
59

60+

TOTAL

Roles
Team Captain
Event Leader

Marshalls

OC Equipment
Officer
OC Event
Adjudicator
OC Event
Manager

Ensure Event Leader has the
necessary resources to run the event
Smooth running of the event in the
spirit of the GVG
Site preparation & risk mitigation
Scoring & compliance with the rules

OC
Lynne Spencer
0413 313 347

Selected from the
team by the Event
Leader
Provide supplies & equipment in liaison Peter Walton
with the Event Leader
0418 286 875
Monitor event and adjudicate on rule
Lynne Spencer
interpretation if Event Leader is not
able to resolve
GVG event management and
Mark Merrick
adjudication
0403 132 132
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The Scrabble event plays as a normal game of scrabble. There will be 2 boards in play and your
word can be played on either board. The event kicks off at the OC tent at noon (11am) on Sunday
with teams reporting to the OC tent at 10 minute intervals to draw letters and place a word on one
of the boards. The complete schedule shows the times each team is to send their scrabble masters
to the OC tent.
time
11.00
11.10
11.20
11.30
11.40
11.50
12.00
12.10

Team
Governators
Heroes
Tribe
Natives
Anarchists
Commerce
Builders
Engineers

time
12.20
12.30
12.40
12.50
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.30

Team
Commerce
Natives
Engineers
Anarchists
Builders
Tribe
Governators
Heroes

time
1.40
1.50
2.00
2.10
2.20
2.30
2.40
2.50

Team
Engineers
Tribe
Heroes
Builders
Commerce
Anarchists
Natives
Governators

time
3.00
3.10
3.20
3.30
3.40
3.50
4.00
4.10

team
Anarchists
Builders
Commerce
Engineers
Governators
Heroes
Natives
Tribe

SCORING
As per a normal scrabble game. Each team takes 7 tiles and forms a word, unused letters are
returned to the box at the end of each turn.
#1
Use a score pad will be used to keep a tally of each teams score, entering it after each turn. The
score value of each letter is indicated by a number at the bottom of the tile. The score value of a
blank is zero. And once the blank is played it remains that letter.
#2
The score for each turn is the sum of the letter values in each word(s) formed or modified on that
turn, plus the additional points obtained from placing letters on Premium Squares
#3
Premium Letter Squares: A light blue square doubles the score of a letter placed on it; a dark blue
square triples the letter score.
#4
Premium Word Squares: The score for an entire word is doubled when one of its letters is placed
on a pink square: it is tripled when one of its letters is placed on a red square. Include premiums
for double or triple letter values, if any, before doubling or tripling the word score. If a word is
formed that covers two premium word squares, the score is doubled and then re-doubled (4 times
the letter count), or tripled and then re-tripled (9 times the letter count). NOTE: the centre square
is a pink square, but for this game will not double the score for the first word.
#5
Letter and word premiums count only on the turn in which they are played. On later turns, letters
already played on premium squares count at face value.
#6
When a blank tile is played on a pink or red square, the value of the word is doubled or tripled,
even though the blank itself has no score value.
#7
When two or more words are formed in the same play, each is scored. The common letter is
counted (with full premium value, if any) for each word.
#8
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BINGO! If you play seven tiles on a turn, it's a Bingo. You score a premium of 50 points after
totalling your score for the turn.
If a team passes or does not turn up to play then no points are scored. At the end of 4 rounds the
points will be tallied up and the highest point scoring team will be awarded first place and so on.
Use of Internet and Phone Apps
The committee is aware that there are applications available for use by phone, ipad and laptop
that can be used to assist in some of these puzzle events. The OC has decided not to restrict the
use of such applications. The Master Puzzler, however, suspects that using these tools in the time
available, if a team wants to maximize that time, may not provide as much advantage as it may
seem.
Acceptable 2 & 3 Letter words:
SOWPODS
The SOWPODS list is used in the United Kingdom and in most Commonwealth countries. It is a
combination of the OSPD and the old British Official Scrabble Words list.
Two-Letter Words
AA AB AD AE AG AH AI AL AM AN AR AS AT AW AX AY
BA BE BI BO BY
CH
DA DE DI DO
EA ED EE EF EH EL EM EN ER ES ET EX
FA FE FY
GI GO GU
HA HE HI HM HO
ID IF IN IO IS IT
JA JO
KA KI KO KY
LA LI LO
MA ME MI MM MO MU MY
NA NE NO NU NY
OB OD OE OF OH OI OM ON OO OP OR OS OU OW OX OY
PA PE PI PO
QI
RE
SH SI SO ST
TA TE TI TO
UG UH UM UN UP UR US UT
WE WO
XI XU
YA YE YO YU
ZA ZO
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Three-Letter Words
AAH AAL AAS ABA ABB ABO ABS ABY ACE ACH ACT ADD ADO ADS ADZ AFF AFT AGA AGE AGO AGS
AHA AHI AHS AIA AID AIL AIM AIN AIR AIS AIT AKA AKE ALA ALB ALE ALF ALL ALP ALS ALT ALU AMA
AME AMI AMP AMU ANA AND ANE ANI ANN ANS ANT ANY APE APO APP APT ARB ARC ARD ARE
ARF ARK ARM ARS ART ARY ASH ASK ASP ASS ATE ATS ATT AUA AUE AUF AUK AVA AVE AVO AWA
AWE AWK AWL AWN AXE AYE AYS AYU AZO
BAA BAC BAD BAG BAH BAL BAM BAN BAP BAR BAS BAT BAY BED BEE BEG BEL BEN BES BET BEY
BEZ BIB BID BIG BIN BIO BIS BIT BIZ BOA BOB BOD BOG BOH BOI BOK BON BOO BOP BOR BOS BOT
BOW BOX BOY BRA BRO BRR BRU BUB BUD BUG BUM BUN BUR BUS BUT BUY BYE BYS
CAA CAB CAD CAG CAM CAN CAP CAR CAT CAW CAY CAZ CEE CEL CEP CHA CHE CHI CID CIG CIS CIT
CLY COB COD COG COL CON COO COP COR COS COT COW COX COY COZ CRU CRY CUB CUD CUE
CUM CUP CUR CUT CUZ CWM
DAB DAD DAE DAG DAH DAK DAL DAM DAN DAP DAS DAW DAY DEB DEE DEF DEG DEI DEL DEN
DEV DEW DEX DEY DIB DID DIE DIF DIG DIM DIN DIP DIS DIT DIV DOB DOC DOD DOE DOF DOG DOH
DOL DOM DON DOO DOP DOR DOS DOT DOW DOY DRY DSO DUB DUD DUE DUG DUH DUI DUN
DUO DUP DUX DYE DZO
EAN EAR EAS EAT EAU EBB ECH ECO ECU EDH EDS EEK EEL EEN EFF EFS EFT EGG EGO EHS EIK EKE
ELD ELF ELK ELL ELM ELS ELT EME EMO EMS EMU END ENE ENG ENS EON ERA ERE ERF ERG ERK
ERM ERN ERR ERS ESS EST ETA ETH EUK EVE EVO EWE EWK EWT EXO EYE
FAA FAB FAD FAE FAG FAH FAN FAP FAR FAS FAT FAW FAX FAY FED FEE FEG FEH FEM FEN FER FES
FET FEU FEW FEY FEZ FIB FID FIE FIG FIL FIN FIR FIT FIX FIZ FLU FLY FOB FOE FOG FOH FON FOP FOR
FOU FOX FOY FRA FRO FRY FUB FUD FUG FUM FUN FUR
GAB GAD GAE GAG GAK GAL GAM GAN GAP GAR GAS GAT GAU GAW GAY GED GEE GEL GEM GEN
GEO GER GET GEY GHI GIB GID GIE GIF GIG GIN GIO GIP GIS GIT GJU GNU GOA GOB GOD GOE GON
GOO GOR GOS GOT GOV GOX GOY GUB GUE GUL GUM GUN GUP GUR GUS GUT GUV GUY GYM
GYP
HAD HAE HAG HAH HAJ HAM HAN HAO HAP HAS HAT HAW HAY HEH HEM HEN HEP HER HES HET
HEW HEX HEY HIC HID HIE HIM HIN HIP HIS HIT HMM HOA HOB HOC HOD HOE HOG HOH HOI HOM
HON HOO HOP HOS HOT HOW HOX HOY HUB HUE HUG HUH HUI HUM HUN HUP HUT HYE HYP
ICE ICH ICK ICY IDE IDS IFF IFS IGG ILK ILL IMP ING INK INN INS ION IOS IRE IRK ISH ISM ISO ITA ITS
IVY IWI
JAB JAG JAI JAK JAM JAP JAR JAW JAY JEE JET JEU JEW JIB JIG JIN JIZ JOB JOE JOG JOL JOR JOT JOW
JOY JUD JUG JUN JUS JUT
KAB KAE KAF KAI KAK KAM KAS KAT KAW KAY KEA KEB KED KEF KEG KEN KEP KET KEX KEY KHI KID
KIF KIN KIP KIR KIS KIT KOA KOB KOI KON KOP KOR KOS KOW KUE KYE KYU
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LAB LAC LAD LAG LAH LAM LAP LAR LAS LAT LAV LAW LAX LAY LEA LED LEE LEG LEI LEK LEP LES LET
LEU LEV LEW LEX LEY LEZ LIB LID LIE LIG LIN LIP LIS LIT LOB LOD LOG LOO LOP LOR LOS LOT LOU
LOW LOX LOY LUD LUG LUM LUR LUV LUX LUZ LYE LYM
MAA MAC MAD MAE MAG MAK MAL MAM MAN MAP MAR MAS MAT MAW MAX MAY MED MEE
MEG MEH MEL MEM MEN MES MET MEU MEW MHO MIB MIC MID MIG MIL MIM MIR MIS MIX
MIZ MNA MOA MOB MOC MOD MOE MOG MOI MOL MOM MON MOO MOP MOR MOS MOT
MOU MOW MOY MOZ MUD MUG MUM MUN MUS MUT MUX MYC
NAB NAE NAG NAH NAM NAN NAP NAS NAT NAW NAY NEB NED NEE NEF NEG NEK NEP NET NEW
NIB NID NIE NIL NIM NIP NIS NIT NIX NOB NOD NOG NOH NOM NON NOO NOR NOS NOT NOW
NOX NOY NTH NUB NUN NUR NUS NUT NYE NYS
OAF OAK OAR OAT OBA OBE OBI OBO OBS OCA OCH ODA ODD ODE ODS OES OFF OFT OHM OHO
OHS OIK OIL OIS OKA OKE OLD OLE OLM OMS ONE ONO ONS ONY OOF OOH OOM OON OOP OOR
OOS OOT OPE OPS OPT ORA ORB ORC ORD ORE ORF ORS ORT OSE OUD OUK OUP OUR OUS OUT
OVA OWE OWL OWN OWT OXO OXY OYE OYS
PAC PAD PAH PAL PAM PAN PAP PAR PAS PAT PAV PAW PAX PAY PEA PEC PED PEE PEG PEH PEL
PEN PEP PER PES PET PEW PHI PHO PHT PIA PIC PIE PIG PIN PIP PIR PIS PIT PIU PIX PLU PLY POA
POD POH POI POL POM POO POP POS POT POW POX POZ PRE PRO PRY PSI PST PUB PUD PUG PUH
PUL PUN PUP PUR PUS PUT PUY PYA PYE PYX
QAT QIN QIS QUA
RAD RAG RAH RAI RAJ RAM RAN RAP RAS RAT RAV RAW RAX RAY REB REC RED REE REF REG REH
REI REM REN REO REP RES RET REV REW REX REZ RHO RHY RIA RIB RID RIF RIG RIM RIN RIP RIT RIZ
ROB ROC ROD ROE ROK ROM ROO ROT ROW RUB RUC RUD RUE RUG RUM RUN RUT RYA RYE
SAB SAC SAD SAE SAG SAI SAL SAM SAN SAP SAR SAT SAU SAV SAW SAX SAY SAZ SEA SEC SED SEE
SEG SEI SEL SEN SER SET SEW SEX SEY SEZ SHA SHE SHH SHY SIB SIC SIF SIK SIM SIN SIP SIR SIS SIT
SIX SKA SKI SKY SLY SMA SNY SOB SOC SOD SOG SOH SOL SOM SON SOP SOS SOT SOU SOV SOW
SOX SOY SOZ SPA SPY SRI STY SUB SUD SUE SUG SUI SUK SUM SUN SUP SUQ SUR SUS SWY SYE SYN
TAB TAD TAE TAG TAI TAJ TAK TAM TAN TAO TAP TAR TAS TAT TAU TAV TAW TAX TAY TEA TEC TED
TEE TEF TEG TEL TEN TES TET TEW TEX THE THO THY TIC TID TIE TIG TIK TIL TIN TIP TIS TIT TIX TOC
TOD TOE TOG TOM TON TOO TOP TOR TOT TOW TOY TRY TSK TUB TUG TUI TUM TUN TUP TUT
TUX TWA TWO TWP TYE TYG
UDO UDS UEY UFO UGH UGS UKE ULE ULU UMM UMP UMS UMU UNI UNS UPO UPS URB URD URE
URN URP USE UTA UTE UTS UTU UVA
VAC VAE VAG VAN VAR VAS VAT VAU VAV VAW VEE VEG VET VEX VIA VID VIE VIG VIM VIN VIS VLY
VOE VOL VOR VOW VOX VUG VUM
WAB WAD WAE WAG WAI WAN WAP WAR WAS WAT WAW WAX WAY WEB WED WEE WEM WEN
WET WEX WEY WHA WHO WHY WIG WIN WIS WIT WIZ WOE WOF WOG WOK WON WOO WOP
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WOS WOT WOW WOX WRY WUD WUS WYE WYN
XIS
YAD YAE YAG YAH YAK YAM YAP YAR YAW YAY YEA YEH YEN YEP YES YET YEW YEX YGO YID YIN YIP
YOB YOD YOK YOM YON YOU YOW YUG YUK YUM YUP YUS
ZAG ZAP ZAS ZAX ZEA ZED ZEE ZEK ZEL ZEP ZEX ZHO ZIG ZIN ZIP ZIT ZIZ ZOA ZOL ZOO ZOS ZUZ ZZZ
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Overall Event Summary
Day

Time

Event

#

Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Total

5.00PM
9.30AM
9.40AM
10.00AM
10.45AM
11.30AM
Noon
1.15PM
2.00PM
2.45PM
3.30PM
4.00PM
4.45PM
5.30PM
6.00PM
7.15PM
8.30AM
10.00AM
10.30AM
11.00AM
11.15AM
Noon
12.15PM
1.00PM
2.00PM
2.45PM
3.45PM
4.30PM
5.30PM
6.45PM

Golf
Opening Ceremony
War Cry
Micro Games (6 and under)
Circle Ball
Tennis Ball Throw
Puzzler (Collect OC)
Basketball Shoot-Out
Water Run
Relay Jumps
Boules
Obstacle Relay
Gumboot Throw
Caber Toss
Puzzler (Return to OC)
Revue
Swim Relay
Paper Plane Throw
Canoe Relay
Scrabble
Walking Relay
Running Relay
Slow Cycle Relay
Football Skills
Captain Ball
Medley Relay
Goanna Egg Throw
3-Legged Relay
Tug of War
Closing & War Cry

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
26
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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<8

9 to 11 to 13 to 16 to 20 to 40 to 50 to
10
12
15
19
39
49
59

60+

8 players any age or gender
ALL
ALL
85
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

2
2

2
2
2

2
2

2
2

4
2
2
2
2
2

4
2
2
2
2
2

4
2

4

ALL
4

2

2
4

2

2
2
2
2
2
4
2
4
4
ALL
50

2

2
2

2
2

2

2
4
2

4

4

2
4
2
4
4

2
2
2
2
4
2
4
4

107

39

47

49

6
4
ALL
2
2
2
2
2
2
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3
4

3
4

3
6

6
4
4
8
2
4
4

2
4
2
1
2
2
4

2
4
2
1

4
6
12

2

2

2
2

6
10
12
4
4
4
4
6
8

2
2
2
2
4
2
4
4
6

2
2
2
2
6
2
6
6
2

2

119

56

54

28

2
2

2
2

2

2
2

2

4
4
4

Total
8
0
0
85
26
36
0
22
24
18
16
14
20
12
0
0
24
16
18
0
22
22
20
16
34
18
30
40
16
0
549

